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Abstract 
Nowadays, sending message has become a routine task in a corporate world. This 
message can be in a fonn of exchanging infonnation or communication purposes. 
Previously, these tasks is completed or done by using pen and papers. 
Messaging Information System (MIS) is a software system developed using 
Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 in Windows environment to make the task of sending 
message easier and paperless. It is especially designed to assist staffs in nn organization 
to manage their daily affair particularly those where infonnation is involved intensively. 
It also aims to serve as an alternative means of communication among staffs. 
Furthennore, it also provides facilities for staffs to know the wheronbouts of 
another colleague. The contact details of the staff are included in the system to enable 
them to be easily search. 
Another feature of the system is the ability to store meeting records. This is to 
provide a reference for staffs in the future and also important to management level for 
decision-making. 
A search function will also be included in tl1e system to assist the staff to get the 
infonnation that they desired. This system also has an on-line help features to guide the 
user if tl1oy are unfamiliar with the systems. 
In dovclopins tho MIS system, the System Development Life Cycle approach had 
been choose. 'lllis nppronch hnd been choose because it is an organized process for 
c tnbli hcd n system project pion be idos dcvolopin8 and mmntammg the ystem 
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Besides using Microsoft Visual Bnsio 6.0 as the developing tool. Microsoft SQL 
Server 7 .0 was chosen to store a1l the input from the MlS system. This database had been 
choose because of it capability of handling large amounts of data and many concurrent 
users while preserving data integrity and providing many advanced administration and 
data distnbution capabilities. 
ln implementing the MIS system, suitable controls and components had been 
choose to assist the functions of the system. Besides system implementation, the MIS 
system had also been through a set of system testing. This includes unit testing, 
integration testing and system testing. Finally, the MJS had been evaluated. The system 
evaluation includes the process of defining the system strengths and limitations. Besides. 
it also evaluate the system problem and it future enhancements. 
Although the concept of the MIS system is rather new, it is believed that this 
system wiJI graduaJly become an essential tool in an organiZAtion in future, especially 
with the present rapid advancement in information technology. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Project Introduction 
Today, sending messages has become a part of our daily lives. Almost every hour 
we arc sending message either by using email or pen and paper. Even staff in an 
organi z.ation arc sending message for communication and sharing information purpose. It 
can be sa id that sending information between staff is becoming a daily chores. Besides 
sending messages, important information such as meeting records is kept by lilling. This 
tokes up a lot of space and paper work. 
To solve the problems face by the organization, this system, which is Mcssnging 
Information System (MIS), offers the advantage of eliminat ing large number or pnpcr 
work, time wasting and provide faster and more accurate way of send ing nnd storing 
information. This MIS system will be most useful in an organizntion that docs not 
provide Internet access or email for thei r staff. By using th is MIS system, the stnIT" ill hi.! 
ab le to send and receive messages from each other. 
Desides sending and receiving messages, this MI S system also is able to search 
for staff whereabouts. This is because when u person needs to attend to an c' cnt or 
function outside the orguni1,.ntion, he just needs to enter some particular details about the 
event or function and the purpose into the systems. Besides that he can abo lcn' c do\\ n 
messages stuting thut he is currently uwny from his workstation. This ' ny. the stnIT nt the 
orguni1.ution is uhle to know his ' 111.:rcnhout .... By doing th b, if ~omconc in the 
orguni1t1tio11s needs to cu11t 11ct hin1, they will just hnvc to u~c the MIS ))'Stem to do a 
sc11rd1 nnd sec is he is 11v11 il11hlc in the company. ·1 he rei.ult\ pm idcd includ1.:d contact 
11111\\bcr. the dcstinntion. the rc11su11 n11d the date und time. 
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The additional feature of 1he MI.. system nlso includes storing meeting records. 
Detail in formation on meetings will be pmvided for those who wish to view the content 
of certain meeting. The reason for this is for fu ture reference. 
Using this MIS system can ol e most of the problems face within an 
organization, which provide a better tool for communication and information sharing. 
1.2 Project Aims 
In developing the MI S system, there are a few aims or purposes to be achieved. 
These aims had provides a better guidance towards the developing of the MIS system. 
13elow are the project aims: 
• Provide better communication among staffs 
In developing the MIS system, one of the aims is to prnvidc heller communication 
among staffs. This is achieved with the help of the MI S syslcm by cnnhlc the user 
to send and received messages among staffs. This is hccnu~e b sending 
messages, they are indirectly communicates with each other. 
• Eliminate paper wastage 
The Ml system is u computerized system, which allows the user to store 
information. 13y storing the information into the MI, system, paper usngc 
reduced to a minimum level. Therefore, it can help to eliminate paper wu tage. 
• lnformntion s lrnrin~ nmong stuffs 
In un orguni1ution, information is 11 vi tu I tool in determining orgnni1ntion tlo" . 
By using the MIS system. inl<m11111io11 c 1111 be shured nmong the ' tnff . Bc~idc . 
informntion c1111 he retrieved cu'>ily ' ithnut uny time wn\ting. 
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• Storing data clect ronicnlly 
The MIS syslcm provides n dnrn storngc to store dnta elec-tronically. All the 
in formation can be store into the tvtl y tem. By doing this, most manual filing 
can be eliminated. 
• Eas ier ~rnd foster to search for staffs 
The MIS system is developed mainly for a small to a medium size organization. 
One of the features in the MIS system is to easily search for staff whereabouts. 
Although this system mainly concentrated on a small to a medium size 
organization, however the benefit of the feature mention above is still very useful 
because it provides a faster and easier way to search for a staff without leaving the 
workstation. 
1.3 Project Objectives 
Development of this Ml system is based 0 11 a few objectives. Busicnlly these 
objectives provide a better understanding as why th is system is needed. These objective. 
arc as below: 
• Easier to scnrch for u person within nn orgnnizntion 
This is to provide n foster nnd easier way to search for another stnfT in tend of 
doing it mnnually. They can use the MIS system to locntc the user whcrcnbouts 
ond contact in formation. 
• Fuster wuy to send nnd received informntion nmonl! stnffs 
Send ing und receiving i111'om1atio11 wi ll he fu .,tcr with th b Ml • ) ~tcm fl!\ it 
provide i11st11nl mcssuging fcuturc. /\ 11 ulcrt wi ll be prompt out to inform the 
rcccivin~ 11!\ef' th11t 111.: h11s 11 new 111c !\sugc . 
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• Provide infornrntion on stuff mcccings 
Staff meeting cnn be kept in th is syst~m for fut ure reforence. Previous meeting 
held can be view over nnd over ngnin in the future. However, only certain user 
can view the meeting records. 
1.4 Project Scopes 
The project basically consists of six main modules namely the login module, the 
leave message module, instant messaging module, the meeting record module, the search 
function module and the help in fo rmation module. 
MIS I 
I I 
Login 
Meeting 
Record 
Leave 
Message 
cnrch 
fo'unction 
Instant 
Messnging 
Fig11rc I : Aloin Fem11res of MIS Swilem 
1.4.1 Login Modulo 
I lclp 
In format ion 
The Login module wi ll be the mnin interface to the Ml . ystcm. In order 
to use the system. user need to enter thuir username nnd pns~' ord for cri ficntion 
hy the system. In th is module, the user is ulso allowed to change or maintain their 
p11SS\ ord. The user 11eeds to enter their old password first and then enter their nc'' 
puss' onl. Verilicntion of tho old nnd new user password will be done before the 
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new password can be updated nncl use. The Login module also acts as a medium 
to connect to other moduks. 
1.4.2 Leave Message Module 
The main function of this module is to allow the user to leave their 
message down whenever they leave their workstation or the organization. This is 
for other staffs to know the whereabouts of the user. Contact detai ls do not have 
to be entered. I lowever, the contact details of that user wi ll be provided during 
searching for the user whereabouts. This is to provide easy access to get the 
contact detail from the system, rather than to search for it manually from the 
filling cabinet. The message will be store into the relevant database. 
1.4.3 Instant Messaging Module 
This Instant Messaging module 1s to allow the user to send i n~ 1 11 nt 
messages to another person. This module allows user to write down their messngc 
and send it to their colleague. Besides, user can also check if thl.!y ha e receives 
any new messages. The special feature that appears in this module i that an nkn 
icon will pop up to inform the user that he had a new message. 
1.4.4 Meeting Record Module 
The main function of this module is to allow the user to keep the minute 
of meeting into the system. I lowever, this module can only be accc by certain 
user. lk sides, veri fi cation or cont ro l wi ll he done to check the u. cr stolll .. fhis is 
to provide 11dd iticrnul security "" only the invitee~ of the meeting nn vie\\ the 
ml.!eting rccrnd. This meeting record will be kept us future reference. 
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1.4.5 Search Function Module 
The Search Function module nllo\\ s the user to search for other user' s 
whereabouts information if he is not available in his workstation or in the 
organization and also searching for meeting records in a faster and easier way. To 
search for the user's whereabouts, there are three kinds of choices. The user can 
search by selecting the username selecting the relevant date or selecting the 
username and date. The message that was left by the user will provide information 
on his whereabouts and his contact number. 
I lowever, searching for meeting records will need the user lo select the 
relevant date that the meeting was held or entered the meeting ID. The meeting 
in formation will be display out for the user as a result from the search. 
1.4. 6 Help Information Module 
The I lelp Information module provides n guide for the user on how 10 u:-.c 
the MIS system. The user will j ust have to select the topic or module that he is not 
clear and the system will provide information regarding the topic to the user. 
1.5 Project Limitations 
r or the MIS systems. there arc some limitotions, which is not included in this 
system. The limitntions arc: 
• T his M IS System is not W ch hnscd 
The proposed system wil l sit on euch computer wi th in an orgnni1ntion, as it b not 
run th rou~h 11 wch browser. Tin: user wi II j u~t huve to execute the program from 
his computer to use the system. I lowcver, thi ~ ~ystcm will u c a centralize 
d11111h11sc. 
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• Creatin~ user will have to he done nurnunlly 
This means that when n new taff join the organizations, system administrator 
wi ll have to take ownership of the systems and add the user name to the systems 
in order for him to use the systems and for others too see him in the systems. 
• Database size w ill increase 
As more and more data is being entered into the systems, the database wi ll 
increase dramatically and in the future more database space will have lo be added. 
Old data wi ll not be deleted for future reference purpose. 
• T his Ml system only store informa tion ahout mectin~ record 
The user can only keep the minutes of meeting. I lowever for fu ture cnhnnccmcnt. 
storing information about seminar, appointment and conference can be added into 
the system. 
1.6 Importance Of Project 
In developing the Ml system. there arc n few importont that should be 
considered. There arc: 
• Provide communicution tools for stuffs 
The importunce or the MIS system is to provide a communication tool for the 
swns to cxch1111gc i11 for111111ion. This is bccuusc not every staff' in an organi1ntion 
hns c-11111il. Wi th this MI S systc 111, the :-. t11 ffs cun still communicate' ith each other 
cnsi I y. 
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• Paperless environment 
Nowadays, developing n computerizl'd S) stem help to reduce the use of papers. 
These go the same with the MI • ystcm. This tep is important because it help to 
create a paperless environment ' here the usage of paper is reduced. 
• Save time 
The MIS system is important because it help to save a lot of time. This can be 
achieved because the staffs do not have to leave thei r workstation to search for a 
staff, which is a time consuming process if it is done manuall y. 
• Provide faster and accurate staffs information 
The MIS system allows the user to get staffs information in a foster nncl nccurntc 
way. This is because all the staff information is store inside the MIS system. /\nu 
the user just has to search for it by using the search fu11ctio11 . 
• A system to store organization information 
The MIS system enables organi1.ation to store in formation in it such ns minute~ of 
meeting. Organization infonnation is important especially for higher management 
level for decision-making. Besides that , organization in fo rmation thut contnin in 
the MIS system can be view in the future for reference. 
1.7 Project Target Users 
This project is turgeted ut the middle lt..:vcl nnd higher-level users in orgnni1ntions. 
The middle level users consist of Exe1,;utjvc'l, J\ssistu11t and • ccrctnr . Thi. is bccnusc 
most middle lcvl!I 1111d higher-level users tend to nttend more meeting then the rest of the 
slll ff'l i 11 the oq_~11 11i 1t1t ions. 
llut , the lower level users arc ulso ullowcd to use the ) tems for cnrching 
purposes. This is to gel the contact in formation of certain staff. Ocsidcs that. they can alc;o 
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use the feature for sending messages, ' hich is open to nil users of the S)IStems. However, 
the targeted users for these systems arc mninly the middle and pigher-level users. 
1.8 Project Planning 
In planning for the MIS system, a project schedule was design for the 
development of the system. This is important so that the system can be implemented 
according to the time given. The project schedule is the operating timetable of the project. 
It serves as the fundamental basis for monitoring and controlling project activity. In n 
project environment, proper scheduling function is of paramount impnrtancc bcc1111sc 
projects lack the continuity of day-to-day operations and often present much more 
complex problems of coordination lMER95 J. 
The proposed project will be carried out in two stages, which each singe hns to be 
completed within the period of one semester respectively. The work involve in the li rst 
stage will be project planning, research, analysis and design. The next singe in ol es the 
actual development of the system, testing and implementation. 
The project schedule for developing the MIS system is shO\ n in Figure -· The 
project was schedule using Gantt chart . 1untt chart is choosing because it con be 
prepared to help schedule tnsks. They show when tasks should begin and end, "hat tn k · 
can be undertaken concurrently, und what tasks must proceed seriu lly. They al ·o help 
identify the consequences of early or late completion of n task I RON99]. 
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1.9 Expected Project Outcome 
/\ s suggested, the main results of the projecc will be a stand-alone MIS system for 
the use of an organization in which the most important feature is to enable staffs sending 
and receiving messages within organizacion. Ocher supplementary features will also be 
included to enhance the sense of completeness of the MIS system. The main features or 
functions expecrcd from th is project arc listed below. 
• earching purpose 
• Reminder purpose 
• Provide information on meetings 
• A help purpose 
/\s ment ion earlier, th is systems is not a web-bused system, thcn.:fon.: it is f() ·us in 
a Local Area Network (LAN) environment where there arc network connectivity hct' ccn 
each PC in an organization to the database in the server. 
1.9.1 Searching Purpose 
User will be able to search for a particular person in an orgnnizacion co cc 
if he is available. Additional informat ion such as the comact detail "ill nlso be 
provided. 
1.9.2 Reminder Purpose 
Users of the systems will also be uble to send in. tnnt me ngc or 
reminder to another user viu tex t. The systems will nlen the 11 !'-Cni if he receives n 
lllCSSll gc. 
1.9.3 Prov/do Information on Mootlngs 
User will bo provided wi th detail of meetings information \\ hen they need 
to view the l:Olll Cll t of Ccrtnin meeting. 
11 
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1.9.4 Help Purpose 
These systems also will be able to provide a help guide for the users 
regarding the use of the MIS system. 
1.10 Chapter Conclusion 
In this chapter, the proposed project is introduced. This is follow by the proposed 
project aims and objectives. Besides, the scope and the limitation by the system are also 
defined that will act as the guidelines and borders for the development of the Ml system. 
Furthermore, the project planning schedule is also shown in this chapter using 1nntt 
Chart. This schedule wi ll guide me throughout the development of the MIS sy~':t cm . 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
In this chapter, I \ ill discuss the research done from the literature review 
conducted during this phase. This chapter is divided into five parts. The first part will be 
the research about the messaging system, the process of sending messages, the history 
and the future of the messaging system. Second part, is the brief information about 
meeting systems and also additional in formation about improving meeting management 
skills. Third part wi ll lbe the review on a few of ex isting system thnt is similnr 10 1hc 
development of the Ml system. f ourth part will be the technology rcvic\ part where l 
few software will be introduced. Final part will be the comparison hctwccn the current 
systems and lhe MI system. 
2.1 Messaging System 
2.1. 1 The Evolution of Messaging 
Message is a piece of news or a request sent to a person I llR88 I. The 
process of sending messages nowadays varies. There includes phone, c-mnil. fnx 
and many more. From the perspective of the callee, the term mcssnging as ocintc 
the usage of asynchronous communicat ion services. This mean that the invol cd 
users do not communicate directly to each other. The calling pan) ::.end· 
information us u message, which wi ll be stored thm the addres ed pnny cnn accc • 
this informntion nt nny time. 
In the t '' generut ion of messaging. ull mc~~aging ser ice~ nn.: procc~ c b) 
specinl litcilitics (Fi}!.111·e J). Userli had to use different particular t) pc of 
equipment to check for i11cnr11i11g mcssugcs, e.g. nn nutommic an \\Cring machine 
for voi~c 111cssugcs. 11 fo x 11111chi11c lhr fox IHC\!'>ugc1,, und a \\ ork\tation for reading 
c-mnils. While this is 11pprnpriutc for customers with a \\ell-defined 
cnm11t1111 icntiou environment, e.g. inside of an cntcrprii-.c, mobi le user-; ha c the 
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disadvantage of carrying nil the equipment Qr to find a1:ipropriate equipment to 
access their mcssngcs fVAN991 . 
Telephone 
(Voice) 
F~x 
F-M~il 
Human 
Figure 3: l s' Genera/ion Messaging 
The 2nd generation of messaging system, which is 11lso culled intcgrnte t 
messagmg, provides access to all messages via a universnl inbnx. The hnsic 
technology for these systems is e-mai l, which is able to integrntc nil kinds of 
multimedia objects (Fi~11re 4). 
Telephone 
(Voice) 
Fnx 
Human 
I .. I 2111/ G' . l ( . ' I t/fl'l' "1 : em1raf/Oll 111<!.\'S<H!lll(! 
The 3111 gencrntion of 111ess11ging \jystems assists the u er in his me age 
111111dling hy providi 11g Unilicd Messuging. They use open nrchitccture to 
incorporntc c-mnil, fox und voice muil from most sources, systems, and platfom1 . 
Access to the ccntrnlizcd stored und managed information resources arc provided 
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for all major communication services, e.g. touch-tone ph ne fax polling, or e-
mail retricvnl (Fi~111 ·e 5). In th is context. the fi rst solutions for the conversion of 
messages appeared. E.g. a text to speech conversion is w~ed to read a fax or an e-
mail to users who ga in access to their messages by phone. Products of this 
generation of messaging systems are a ai lable on the market today [VAN99]. 
Telephone 
(Voice) 
Fti x 
F.-M::i il 
3 rd Generation 
Unified 
Messaging 
System 
2.1.2 The Future of Messaging 
llumnn 
The demands of the customers increase rapidly with ne' technologies nm.I 
systems in the area of message process ing. The upcoming 41h generation of 
messaging systems has to concern new technologies such ns di tri butcd 
processing, intelligent mobi le agents, and location-aware upplicnt ions. Thi 
means. that the user hus to be supported by the seamlcs~ integration of nc\\ 
network access technologies (e.g. UMTS), new terminal equipment (e.g. Pcr·onnl 
Digital /\ssi ·tnnts und enhanced mobile phones). and new mult imedia application 
IV /\N991. 
The more such t et.:hno l ogi e~ 11rc in connnnn UM!, the morl! the user' 
cnmn11111 ic11tion hd111 vior will chnngc. 'I he main interc"lt of the users i no longer 
to ncccss their messages hut the cont rol of their reach abil il) . t-.1cssaging S)Stem 
hnvc to support the user to define exactly when, where, and for "hom he i 
15 
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reachable (FiK11re 6). Thi. mcnns thnt pl'OI le will define their own individual 
communication nnd services environment , specifying the services they want to 
use and the manner of the usage of the serve. 
Any Subscribed 
Communication and 
Information Services 
4111 Generation 
Unified 
Messaging 
System 
i Human I 
Figure 6: 4'h Generation Messaging 
2. 1.3 The Process of Sending Messages 
In discussing the process of sending messages, I wi ll take rm exnmplc of n 
messaging system that work in a fast speed environment thnt is the glnhnl nddrcss 
space mechanisms that can be realized efficiently in soft ware. I will describe n 
high performance one-sided communication model that is implemented ns n 
so fl ware layer on top of the llli11ois Fast Messages (FM) system. 
2.1.3.1 Introduction 
Global address space programming models, also kno\ n as put/get model. 
offer a fundam entally different method of communicntion from thnt of messngc 
pass ing protocols. Under message passing models, the receiver must pecif) the 
final dcst inat ion of the dnta being transferred, and therefore, the tran fer cannot be 
completed unti l the receiving process executes a receive opcrntion. U ing put/get 
intcrfoces, the sender specified both the source and destination location of dntn, 
thereby decoupl ing the receiver from the trnnsfcr of data. 
Fm eert11i11 11pplic11tions, cspeci11lly those with dynamic and irregular 
comnn111ic11tion. put/gel models can greatly increase performance and decrease 
pmgrnmming effort. 
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At the same time the emergence of St\ tP based PCs pro'.l ides the potential 
for implementing a put/get s stem cflicicntly n a s ftware layer on top of a 
message-passing interface. One of the additional processors in the SMP can be 
used to run the remote agem. The remote agent is the active entity, which is 
required by the put/get systems. It handles the remote actions required by put/get 
call. The remote agent can take many forms. It can be hardware on the network 
card , an interrupt handler, or a host thread. By using a thread based remote agent 
we were able to design a high performance put/get system that is able to run 
efficiently on top ofa message-passing layer [GIA98]. 
2.1.3.2 Background 
Ill inois Fast Messages is the centerpiece of the I ligh Perlhrm1111cc Vi r1 u11l 
Machines (1 IPVM) project. f'M is one of several new highly efficient cluster 
based messaging systems. It uses an active message style interfncc nnd is 
designed to provide high-performance for ull message sizes using n singlc, simple 
interface. r M providt.:s direct user-level access to the network nnd supports 
multiple processes per node. 
2.1.3.3 Implementation 
All one-s ided communication systems require a remote agent to perform 
actions on behalf of other nodes in the system. This agent is the crucial distinction 
between one-sided and two-sided (messaging) systems. Because the npplicot ion 
on the remote node is not explicitly involved in the data transfer (one- ides). the 
remote-agent handles the data transfer on the remote node. ldeall), the remote 
agent should handle trunsfcrs effi ciently, delivering high bnnd' idth nnd low 
latency. The choice or remote 11 gent implementation is the key choice for none-
sidcs com111 unic11tio11 system ICi lA981. 
Whi le 111u11 y implcrnentotions of u remote agent arc possible, every des ign 
must clcnl with the fo llowing pcrf'orrnuncc criteria. 
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• Low 01'erhead - The remote ngem should service requests efficientl y, 
dcl ivering high bnnd\ id th nnd request throughput. It must not interfere 
with the execution of the application. It must also not consume excessive 
CPU, memory, or 1/0 resources. 
• Responsiveness - The remote agent should respond to requests shortly 
after they arrive, minimizing the latency of round-trip operations such as 
get. 
2.1.3.4 Design Alternatives 
There are a variety of implementation approaches for remote agents. 
involving a range of hardware and software support. As illustrated in Fig11rl' "'. 
the remote agent can consist of hardware on the network intcrf'm:c. nn interrupt 
handler, or a host thread. In particular, the actions on the remote node needed to 
fulfill a get request. 
Figure 7. 1 pictures the actions of a hnrdwnre-suppnrtcd get 
implementation. As can be seen, the NIC directly accesses the physical memory 
to service the request, bypassing the host CPU. In Figure 7.2, the actions required 
by the interrupt-driven get implementation arc illustrated. After the requc t 
message arrives nt the NIC, it interrupts the processor. An interrupt handler is 
then invoked on one of the host processors, which then builds a response me age 
by copying the data. Finally the response message with the dntn is sent. Figure -.3 
shows the handling of a get request using a host procc or thread. After the 
mcssngc urrives ut the network interface, the thread,' hich is poll ing, extracts the 
message und builds u response message, which contains the dntn. 
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PU CRU 
Memory ( J 
request {phys. addr) 
NIC 
Figure 7. 1: Hardware Support 
CPU CPU 
Memory 
I : i111errup1 
NI 
f /gur<• 7.2.· lnlerruat Driven 
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PU CPU 
Memory 
NIC 
Figure 7.3: Server Thread 
Figure 7: Implementation Alternatives 
2.2 Meeting System 
Meeting can be defined as a coming together of a number of people at a cenain 
time and place, especially for discussion lCll R881. Meetings arc crucial clements in the 
functioning of organizations. Actors commonly noted as causing a meeting to lo e it 
cfTectiveness (achieve the desired outcomes) are too many or too re, indi idunl , ' rong 
individuals, lack of gouls, nnd hidden agenda/motives IMAR99] . 
In order to uvoid unsystcmutic meeting from happening, it is ad i able to record 
nil the meetings informution systematically. Purt iciponts in the meeting \\ Ork not onl) in 
the meetings hut 11lso hcforc 111HI nllcr the meetings to accomplish meetings cffccti cly 
lt\A l951. l'hcn;forc, there should be u toul thnt should not only suppon the activities in 
the meetings but nlso those before und after the meetings, where pan icipants , ould 
s11111mnri1cd the minuh.:s of the previous meeting, and where that \\ Ould de cribc the 
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agenda for the next meeting. The contl.!nt of lhc meeting therefi re it i important to be 
recorded. 
Participants in the meetings want to refer the records of the meetings both 
correctly and quickly, for pursuing the arguments efficiently in a meeting, and for 
constructing minutes and agenda correctly before/after the meeting. To satisfy such 
requirements, the data structure of the record should includes: 
• Raw Recorded Data - The recorded data has the hierarchical and temporal 
structure. This structure helps participants access the meeting record quickly. 
• The Artifacts - The artifacts, such as textual form of the minutes, the ngcnda and 
or the final specification, arc represented. 
From the observation of the ordinary meetings, there nrc systems thnt nrc 
designed for structuring the minutes and agenda from the plain record and nlso the multi -
modal graphical user interfaces for referring the minutes and agcndu. 
2.2.1 Improving Meeting Management Skill 
Meetings can be very productive. They can also be a waste of time. From 
the research that I had done, I find out some additional informat ion that provides 
some useful tips on how to conduct a productive meeting. 1 lcrc arc some wny · lo 
improve meeting management ski ll . 
• Purpo.\·e 
The purpose of the meeting should be defined in I or 2 emcnccs at most. 
For ex111nplcs, "This meeting is to plan the nc\ marketing campaign" or 
"This meeting is to review shipping's new policy for handling returns" 
Tl111t wny everyone knows why they arc there, whnt need to be done, and 
how to know if they nre successful. 
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• Agenda 
Set an agenda. List the items that are going to review or discuss or inspect. 
And also identi fy the person responsible to speak or moderate the 
discussion. 
• Timeframe 
Set a timeframe. At the very least set a start and end time. lt is also 
recommend setting durations for each item in the agenda. These should 
total to the overall meeting timeframe. 
• Keep and Semi Minutes 
Someone, other than the meeting organizer, should keep minutes of the 
meeting. The minutes should record who attended, whnt was discu •. ed. 
any agreements that were reached, and any nction items thnt were 
assigned. Soon after the meeting, usually within 24 hours, the minutes of 
the meeting should be distributed to all who attended, any invitees ' ho 
did not attend, and anyone else effected by the discussion. Distributing the 
minutes informs those not at the meeting of the progress that ' as mnde 
and reminds everyone of their action items. 
• Stay Focused 
Every meeting should have a "topic keeper". The topic keeper's job is to 
interrupt whenever the discussion strays from the topic under di cussion. 
These new topics can either be tabled until later or chcdulcd for their O\ n 
meeting. There is u fine line between what arc amplifying remarks about 
the topic under discussion und whut is a tangential topic. 
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2.3 Review Existing Systems 
2.3.1 Flash Messaging System 
2.3.1.1 Introduction 
The Flash Messaging System is an easy to use Network Based 
Communication Program that runs on all kinds of Windows computers. 
All PCs on the network are able to send "Popup" messages to each other 
with the cl ick of the mouse. lt is very simple, effi cient, and has many 
advanced features. 
This system is designed for small companies who hnvc the need 
for a very fast internal messaging system. This system is nnt meant to 
replace email systems, but rather run as a rea l-time supplement. 
The system comes in two navors: Version for Netwnre Ncl\ ork~ 
and Version for NT Networks. It is first designed specifica lly for n Money 
Management firm . It is ideal for trader or portfolio manager 
communications, phone messages, or other fast communication need 
with in the company. 
2.3.1.2 Flash Messaging Features 
There arc a few features that have in this system. They arc: 
• Quick 
A veragc time to send a message is less than I second. 
• Hellt1ble 
Multiple levels of vcri licution wi ll let u!>er knO\\ the cxnct tatus of the 
mcssnge they hnvc sent. 
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• loggi11g 
A Log is kept for each user in database format. User can sort the log 
by date, message text, data. or person. User can also search and print 
the log. 
• Admin Tool 
An administrative tool will let a network administrator view who is 
logged into the messaging system, and what their connection status is. 
Or additionally, shut a user down remotely. 
• Quick Reply Button 
Upon receiving an incoming message, user con progrnm "lnstnnt 
Reply Buttons" and respond to a message with just one click. 
• Windows Bum-Tltru 
User incoming messages will have the option of burning through other 
Windows on user desktop, so other applications won't be able to co er 
up their important messages. 
• Auto Response 
I f user steps away, they can put in an automated response that ' ill go 
to anyone who sends them a message. 
• A uto Forwarding 
Automatically have incoming messages fon nrded to another person 
on the messaging system. 
• Smuul Notlj1catirm 
I lnve Sound lites pl11y upon recept ion of an incoming message or just 
use the dufi1ull PC beep. 
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2.3.1.3 System Requirements 
The Flash Messaging ystem runs in a lot of E>S. Below are some 
of the system requirements that need to be fulfi lled. 
i) Novell Version (3.6) 
• Netware 3.x or 4.x Server on Network. 
• Windows 3. 1, 95, 98, NT 3.51, NT 4.0. Win 3. 1 uses 16-bit client. 
others use 32-bit client. 
• Netware Client 32 required; however, 16-bit version can be used with 
Microsoft Client Service for Netware. 
• User Read/Write access to a shared network drive. 
• Admin Util ity Add-On Works with Win 3. 1, Win 95, Win98. or 
Win NT 
ii) TCP/IP Version (4.0) 
• TCP/IP Stack on Windows Machine. 
• Windows 95, 98, NT 3.5 1, NT 4.0. (Win 3. 1 not avai lable). 
• User Read/Write access to a shared drive on an NT (or Net\ are) 
server. 
2.3.1.4 Screen Samples 
I lcrc are a few screen samples for the Flash Messaging ystcm. 
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~~~ Flash Messaging System l!!l~Ei 
Qptions 1:1.elp 
Send List ---
Alex 
Anne 
Bob 
Dot 
Joe 
Joe2 
Joel 
Juli 
Ki rk 
Kurt 
Lenny 
Lise. 
Mo.ureen 
Steve 
r'°'•- · ·- n1 ... 1 ~- .. 1. 
Messo.ge To Send: 
r Urgent 
.S.end Message 
Logged On To: ARDSLEY 
Logged in As: Jeff 
r·· .. ·············································1 
lModify Send Listj ................................................. I ae~r T8"t I 
View Log E~it Program 
Figure 8: Flash Messaging Svstem Main l'rogmm Screen 
J" lnComing Message !I[!] Ei 
From: Joseph 5/9/99 @ 5:03:30PM 
Mr. Black holding on line 1 ... Yes. 
No. 
Call Back 
I Take Msg ~ ........__ __ ....( 
Send it in 
fiypo yrJUr rrmpurJG t3 h1.3w------------ ______ _. 
D..iscard 
Send 
/<'igure ');_Flash Messaging System Incoming Message Screen 
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• Set Verification Lev el EI r Send Vermcation Level l 
I r High r. Low 
Receive V erification Level 
r High 
Recomendations: 
Send Level: Use High to verify the delivery of the message you 
send. Use low if verification isn't totally necessary. 
Receive Level: Use High you want other people ta get a 
message back when you discard a messege. 
~~ 
Figure I 0: Flash Messaging System Verificatio11 Option Screen 
2.3.2 Meetlngmaker System 
2.3.2.1 Introduction 
Meetingmaker is a group-scheduling tool that makes it easy to 
schedule meetings, plan activities, keep a priorit ized to-do list, and 
coordinate user calendar with other meetingmaker users on a network. 
Meetingmaker is a client-server software application. It requires 
one workstation to function as a meet ingmaker crver that handles 
communications among Clients (users' workstations). The crver stores 
meetingmoker dotu for all users, processes mcetingmakcr tasks, and sends 
notificutions und messages among users. 
Mcctingmnkcr provides a convenient way to coordinate the 
schedules of people who work together. Mcctingmaker can be used to do 
the fo llowing tusks: 
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• Pla11 a11d Sclled11/e Af eeti11gs 
Send invitations, reserve meeting rooms and equipment (like 
slide projectors, VCRs, etc.) and schedule recurring meetings. 
Meetingmaker's Auto-Pick feature finds the earliest time that all 
required guests could attend user meeting. 
• Organize Personal Calendar 
Organize personal calendar and keep other meetingmaker users 
aware of the availabil ity for meetings. Meetingmaker also 
reminds the upcoming meetings and activities. 
• Maintain a List of Tasks 
Use the To-Do List to organize and prioritize important task . . 
User can also assign to-do tasks to other people who arc pnrt of 
the meetingmaker environment. 
• Print Sclledule 
Print schedule in sizes to fit user choice of popular personal 
organizers, including Day-Timer, Day Runner, Franklin Day 
Planner, and Dynodex. 
• Sy11cllro11ize user Calendar with a llandlle/d Device 
User can synchronize their meetingmaker calendar ' ith Palm 0 
platform handhcld devices, such as those made by Palm and 
I landspring. 
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2.3.2.2 Windows Hardware and Software Requirements 
Mcctingmaker requires the follo' ing hardware and software: 
Hardware/Software Requirements 
CPU 486 or better 
OS Windows 95, 98, Me, NT, (3.5 l or 4), 
or2000 
RAM 8 MB of free RAM 
Disk 5 MB of free disk space 
Network 10/ 100 megabit Network Interface 
Card, TCP/IP 
Table / : Meetingmaker System Requireme111.\' 
2.3.2.3 Exiting and Signing Out of meetlngmaker 
User that want to exit the mectingmakcr can use the ign Out 
command to close the connection between their Client account and the 
rest of the mcctingmaker environment without closing the meetingmakcr 
Client. Signing out prevents notifications or reminders from appearing 
until user next sign-in. Signing out prevents other people from vie' ing 
user calendar if user arc away from their computer and make it pos iblc 
for another user to sign in. 
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2.3.2.4 Screen Samples 
J lere are a few screen samples for the Meetingrnakcr System. 
It Demo User 1 I Messages I TZ: Malaysia. Kuala Lumpur l!!!!I~ f3 
Send To: I User 2 Demo a 
----
Menage Text: 
r AutoReapond Me11age P Echo Me11age1 
meetingmaker: 7 /l /2001 . 12:53:03 AM 
Some events or T o·Dos have passed since your last meetingmaker 
reminder. 
Figure 11: Meeti11gmaker Message Box Screen 
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~· M11ut11111 P1111111s <1I bv l>umn ll t m 1 / TZ: M<>l<1vsia. ~uala Lump ur l!!I~ EJ 
P1opo1al Gue1t1 Schodulo Agenda Options Comme nt a 
l,iUo: 
.Location: 
Guo1t1: Demo U101 1 
Schedule: Choo10 11 lilno when all guoat1 can a Uend the meeting_ 
Agenda: Supply a d111c1iption of the -eting•a pu1po111. 
Option•: Sol tho •-inde• and label IOI thi1 meeting. 
Click "Send P1opo1or lo u tnd Ihle p1opo1ol to your guo•ll l Send Ptopo1.i I 
Figure 12: Meeti11g111aker Meeting Proposal Screen 
rfJ Demo Uscr 1 I Conlacl List I TZ. Malaysia. Kuala Lumpur l!!l~Ei 
(2} I ail I A I 1 I © I ~ I e«eoorl/ Flei ~~~~J£.:_J_fj IAH 
Lott Nomo J F"ut Neme I Erna Homo Phone \I/Olk Phone 
Figu!.]! 13: Meelingmaker Contact Ust Screen 
:::J 
+ b.I 
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2.3.3 noteNow Real Time Messaging 
2.3.3. 1 Introduction 
The notcNow desl.nop is a simple application use to send notes, 
instant messages, and determine the presence of other noteNow users. 
User can also configure noteNow to popup only if a note is directed to him 
or one of his groups. Instant messaging is integrated into the noteNow 
desktop application. 
Unlike the free instant messaging applications from AOL or 
Microsoft, noteNow instant messaging is restricted to other notcNow users 
and everything is logged. Also, the notcNow administrator cnn restrict 
who has access to noteNow instant messag ing. 
The in/out box displays users' "Where /\bouts". User can enter 
thei r "Where /\bouts", whether they arc in , out, nt a meeting, vacation, or 
other. User can also tell noteNow to notify them when a particulnr user 
logs in or out of noteNow. Workgroup supervisors can easily determine 
how many people arc avai lable, on break, or gone for the day. 
2.3.3.2 noteNow Real Time Messaging Features 
noteNow is a real time messaging system specifically designed for 
internal company networks. noteNow combines the core features of emai l 
with the real time presence of instant messaging into a single, simple, 
lightweight system. NotcNow main features arc: 
• Real Time Messages 
Mcssugcs urc delivered to cnch user instantly. 
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• Message Retrieml 
Messages can be retrieved automaticall~ on startup. User will not 
miss any messages if they logout or are gone for the day. 
• NT Domain S upport 
Users are identified by usemame or domain. This means if they 
move to a different machine, thei r noteNow preferences and 
settings will fo llow them. 
• Integrated Instant Messaging 
No need to switch between applications. 
• Comprehensive A dministration 
Every message is logged. User network administrator hns 
the abi li ty to remotely configure the end user's noteNow 
desktop application. 
• Current User Status 
Every user's current status and where abouts are displayed 
in real time. 
• Near Zero Maintenance 
Message logs arc automatically truncated, users are added 
automatically, and user default preferences and group can 
be set. 
2.3.3.3 How noteNow Real Time Messaging Works and The 
System Requirements 
noteNow is nn excellent solution for envi ronments that require 
simple, cnsy to use, messaging for workgroups of any siz.c. notcNO\ is 
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ideal for temporary ollic' workforce. telemarketing, and call centers. 
notcNow can also be used as a backup system to user existing email 
system, especial ly if user company outsourced its email services. 
The Figure l ./ diagram illustrates how the noteNow desktop, 
administration, and service are organized. 
\"./indows tlT 
Windows 95 
Windows 98 
Windows 2000 
Windows HT 
Windows 95 
Windows 98 
Windows 2000 
noteNOW Desktop notoNOW Administration 
TCP/IP 
Wlndows tn 
Windows 2000 
noteNOW Server 
Figure I./: /low The noteNow Desktop, Administrator, and 
Service are Organized 
The noteNow server manages all of the noteNO\ user information 
1111d mcssugc logs. notcNow identi fies users by their M Windo' s login 
1111d donrnin 11111nc (or co111 p11tcr numc, if not logged into a domain), which 
cnnblcs 11011.:Now to suvc u user's settings regardless of \\ hich physical 
machine they arc currently using. In an "open seating" environment, 
notcNow users cnn move between machines without any problem. 
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The no1eNow server (nclllally an NT service) is extremely light-
weight and does not require a large ser er t~pe system an 'NT Workstation 
with 300 Ml lz system is all that is needed. Some customers intentionally 
install noteNow on a separate inexpensive system for redundancy. If the 
larger Emai l server goes down, the users will be able to continue to use 
noteNow whi le thei r emai l system is being repaired. The noteNow desktop 
runs on 95/98/Windows ME, NT, Windows 2000. 
noteNow supports TCP/IP. The noteNow desktop can be either 
Windows 95, 98, ME, NT, 2000, the noteNow server can be NT or 
Windows 2000. 
2.3.3.4 Screen Samples 
I !ere arc a few screen samples for the notcNow Real Time 
Messaging. 
om Jones] Have you finished the report? 
ack -Sales Marketing] It's printing right now, should we ma~ extra copies 7 
om Jone•] Yes, please ma~ 5 copies . Sec you there. 
ack - Sales Marketing] What time? 
Enter me11agc to 1end: 
Startt at 1:30, after lunch . 
Elaptc Time: 3:10 
Figure 15; 110/eNvw Reul Time Messaging /11stan1 Message Screen 
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";: notPl'IOl'I · \llrnt llom" ,i' •-..., 
User Where Abouts 
We.nt Home Tom Jones 
41°'/Golden Bob/Golden 'f '"'f ""'''@l'"f i 
Nicole/Serverl 
Doug Gartner 
Jack - Sales Markttlng 
dean/DEAN 
Mary / Golden 
IA JJJHZIL4Jli4MllL'q 
--------- __ I At Lunch 
Read Hide- F2 i I Notes ~ 
Figure 16: noteNow Real Time Messaging /1110111 Box Screen 
I •hi lht•t · 
Name: IAdrntm ll~tor 
Domain or Machine: !SURF 
Short name: ITomJones 
P 1os·c;·;Mh'e·•·t.:~1·i;·~iive-··-iviie-··e;:i ~-·······-···---·--····---·--e!---~-~ 
U ser admin password: ,_, ..-.... -...... - .... - .. -.... -.. -.. --------
Ret,ype password: I""""""""""""" 
Group Settings 
f;T U ser c an v iew all group# J.!ce• Go_,• I J 
U ser Preferences 
P U ser can c~ preferences 
r Always on top r Can autohide 
f;T Beep on new note f;T Can retriev e notes 
r S tart in S teolth mode P Can f•er notes 
P Con send notes f;T Con v.ew In/Out Box 
P Con aend in1tent men ages 
r Blook incomming in11ont meu ogea 
I 
Flg"r" 17: 110/eNow !lea/ Time Me.\'.Wgiflg jldmini.\'lrator Comrol Screen 
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2.3.4 JBlurb Professional 
2.3.4. 1 Introduction 
Jblurb Professional is a real-time collaboration software that can 
bridge the communication gap between corporate centers either between 
the home and office or a multi-office organization. 
JBlurb Professional is a tool that can be used to extend 
organization private network across the Internet, while preserving the 
security of their local environment. 
JBlurb Professional is bundled with two programs: the .lblurb 
Professional Edition Server and JBlurb Professional Edition Client 
Software. Using the JBlurb Professional Server, organizntion will be nblc 
to host their JBlurb Private network, administrate user accounts and access 
privileges, and monitor network activity. The Jl31urb Professional client 
software should be installed and configured on each workstat ion 
participating in user private network. 
JBlurb Professional offers a rich suite of tools to keep organization 
moving nt the speed of business. Instant real-time communication, group 
conferencing, and presentation delivery allow flexible collaboration 
between colleagues whi le eliminating time wasted during face-to-face 
meetings. ecure document sharing and management allO\ teammate to 
collaborate on documents and other files regardless of phy ical location. 
2.3.4.2 JB/urb Professional Features 
JBlurh Pmfossio1111I provides a few features. They arc: 
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• lllstn111 Messaging 
Real-time communication allO\ s staffs to make decisions at the 
speed of business. 
• Group Conferencing 
Contact user business partners and hold an online meeting within 
minutes. Gather ideas and make decisions faster using JB!urb 
Prof essional's group brainstorming tool. 
• Prese11tatio11 Delivery 
Conduct user Microsoft PowerPoint presentations m real-time 
regardless of their co lleagues' physical location. 
• Doc11me11t Management 
Keep entire organization on the same page with centralized 
workgroup folders. Multiple folders of documents can be shared 
from a user workgroup server so members of his network can 
remotely view and edit pertinent organizational documents. 
• Secure Document Sharing 
Distributed teams can work together and collaborate on documents 
and other file types using JBlurb Profcssional's peer-to-peer 
document sharing. 
• 128-Bit Encryption 
The JOlurb Professional platform uses ecurc ocket Layer ( L) 
trnnsmissions, the worldwide security standard for online 
purchases uml trunsoctions. Instant Messages, Conferences, 
Prcscntution Del ivery, and File Trnnsfcrs arc all secured using 128-
hit encryption. 
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• Private Networking 
JBlurb Professional gives user the ability to host their owns secure 
private network. 
• Access Control 
With the JBlurb Professional Server, user has the power to control 
accounts and access rights for members of their private network. A 
JBlurb Professional private network is as fl exible as most LANs. 
Set user-specific access rights to shared fo lders and network 
features. 
2.3.4.3 JB/urb Professional System Requirements 
JBlurb Professional Edition Server requires the following hnrdwnrc 
and software: 
llardware/Software Requirements 
CPU Intel Pentium-233 Mhz or comparable 
CPU 
OS Windows 95, Windows 98, Windows 
Mc, Windows NT 4.0, or Windows 
2000 systems 
RAM 128 Megabytes of physical RAM is 
highly recommended, though the 
software may function ' ith only 64 
Megabytes or less 
Disk 20 Megabytes of available hard disk 
space arc required before in tnllntion 
'f'ahlt• 2~ ,\'11slc111 Req11/re111e11/.\' For .Jb/urh I'rofessinnal Edition Sen •er 
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JBlurb Professional Edition cl ient sollwnre equ~res the fo llowing 
hardware and software: 
Hardware/Software Requirements 
CPU Intel Pentium- I 66Mhz or comparable 
CPU 
OS Windows 95, Windows 98, Windows 
Me, Windows NT 4.0, or Windows 
2000 systems 
RAM 64 Megabytes of physical is highly 
recommended, though the software 
may function with only 32 Megabytes 
or less 
Disk 15 Megabytes of uvailub lc hard disk 
space are required before installation 
Table 3: System Requirements For Jhlurh Professional Edition Client SoOwnre 
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2.3.4.4 Screen Samples 
I lcrc are a few screen samples for the JBlurb Professional. 
K:. Menk D. - Instant Message .... ~-
J nnifcr w As you can understand, it is vital that 
the sales force receives the new materials 
before the end of the business day. 
M•rk o.: I understand ... We are currently flnallzlng the layout. I 
estimate the materials will be completed by noon 
Figure 18: .111/urb Professional Instant Messaging Screen 
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;:; J ll lurh Prufl' ~'l on.11Cd1ll on 3.0 . "·. -~. 
l'le M Conference Ht_, 
~Groups 
C:i cs Colleagues 
.1. MatkO. 
.1. JennltrW. 
.J.. Jeff P. 
l,,. Ian r.t 
.i OlanneL 
ID Cllms 
• s:i Branch omce 
~~ 
Ddes~.r1 
8 Ci Pro,ed Tee. 
Ii ~or Anetym.doc 
Ii Cuttomtl' h fonlltflon.doo 
dtvdoplnet't bvclgOI • f NIJCla 
Meetng ~ 3-13.2001.dOC 
~boogetxb 
Ii Pl dili lll"f prqed ed'ltCUt .doc 
protect dt#IO Pill 
Vmon $telel1leN.doc 
'3 Ci Seo.rty 
CE1 O.teb41ie 
I=:~~~* &Jclge1 • Msv 2001 .>d• ~.doo _,;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~..,... 
Literature Review 
Figure 19: ./Blurb Professional Peer-to-Peer Doc11me111 Sharing Screen 
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Jr!. JDlurb l'rofc~~londl CJ•tlon J.O ·: '· ?\~ :~ 
Fie H Conference Ht_, 
d5l Groups 
:i el Colleagues 
l.. Jennifer W . 
..!. jetr 11. 
•1 c:J Cllonts 
,•J E'.I Interns 
1,400 
Literature Review 
trnr.ir.:rW 
Figure 20: JB/urb Professional Full Network File Searching Screen 
2.4 Technology Review 
In this section, from the research that I have done I have found out that there are a 
few tools that arc available for the development of the systems mention above. The tools 
arc available on the market and it can be use to develop for the development of other 
systems too. Some examples of the tools are Java, Visual Basic and Ct-+. 
2.4.1 Java 
For thc nbuve system, which is the mcctingmaker, Java Language is 
hcing used for the development. Wi th this language the meetingmaker system 
t.:11 11 be use on 1111y pl11tform of operating system. User can use the meetingmaker 
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.Java client either through their web browser. or as :m independent application on 
their desktop. 
To use the meetingmaker Java Client as an independent application, user 
must have a supported Java Virtual Machine (JVM) installed and running on 
their desktop computer. 
The Java Virtual Machine, or JVM, is an abstract computer that nms 
compiled Java programs. The JVM is "virtual" because it is generally 
implemented in software on top of a "real" hardware platform nnd operating 
system. All Java programs are compi led for the JVM. Therefore, the .IVM must be 
implemented on a particular platform before compiled Java progrnms wi ll nm on 
that platform. 
The JVM plays a central role in making Java portable. It provides a layer 
of abstraction between the compiled Java program and the underlying hardware 
platform and operating system. The JVM is central to Java's portability because 
compiled Java programs run on the JVM, independent of whatever may be 
underneath a particular JVM implementation. 
The "virtual hurdware" of the Java Virtual Machine can be divided into 
four basic parts: the registers, the stack, the garbage-collected heap, and the 
method aren. These purts urc abstract, just like the machine they compose, but 
they must exist i11 some form i11 every JVM implementation. 
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The size of an address in the JVl\ l is 32 bits. The JVM can, therefore, 
address up to 4 gigabytes (2 to the power of 32) af memory with each memory 
location containing one byte. Each register in the JVM stores one 32-bit address. 
The stack, the garbage-collected heap, and the method area reside somewhere 
wi thin the 4 gigabytes of addressable memory. The exact location of these 
memory areas is a decision of the implementer of each particular JVM. 
Even though the meetingmaker system mention above are using Java as 
the development language, some other programming language can also be used to 
develop other similar system. Two examples of these programming l::mguuges arc 
mention below. 
2.4.2 Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 
The Microsoft Visual Basic development system version 6.0 is the most 
productive tool for creating high-performance components and applications. 
Visual Basic 6.0 offers developers the ability to create robust applications that 
reside on the client or server, or operate in a distributed n-ticr environment. Visual 
Basic 6.0 is the Rapid Application Development (RAD) tool available either as a 
stand-alone product or as a part of the Visual Studio 6.0 suite of tools. 
Visual Basic can be used to develop components for any tier ' ithin a 
solut ion. On the presentation tier, Visual Basic can be used to author Win32-, 
Oynmnic I ITML-, or I ITML-based clients; on the middle tier, Visual Basic can 
h1,; used to author threud-sufo components for use in Microsoft Transaction 
Scrv1,;r; and 0 11 the dutn I ier, Visuul Basic can be used for database and schema 
design os we ll ns for stored procedure nuthoring and debugging. 
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/\ 11 areas of data access have been improved to make visual basic easier to 
perform most common database activities. The most significant features include 
these: 
• Universal Data Access, with integrated ADO/OLE DB support 
• Visual Database Tools, integrated into the Visual Basic 
environment 
• New Oracle schema and stored procedure design capabilities 
• Data Environment Designer for authoring /\DO-based datn access 
components 
• New Integrated Report Writer 
• Hierarchical flexGrid Contro l for display ing hierarchical data 
• Ability to create Data Sources 
• Abil ity to create OLE DB Providers 
• Abi lity to easily remote data from machine to machine, tier to tier 
• Advanced Data Binding 
2.4.3 C++ Language 
C. the predecessor to C-i 1, has become one of the most popular 
pmgrumming lnnguugcs. Originully designed for systems programming, C 
enuhlcs prngrnmmcrs to write effi cient code and provided close access to the 
mnchinc. C compilers, found on practically every Unix system, are now available 
with most operating systems. 
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C++ represents a significant extension f € aqilities. We might then 
consider C to be a subset of C++. C++ supports essentially every desirable 
behavior and most of the undesirable ones of its predecessor. but provides general 
language improvements as well as add ing OOP capability. User can simply create 
structured code that uses only C++'s non-OOP features. 
C++ ga ins many of the attractive features of the C language, such as 
efficiency, closeness to the machine, and a variety of built-in types. A number of 
new features were added to C++ to make the language even more robust, many of 
which arc not used by novice programmers. Most of these features can be 
summarized by two important design goals: strong compiler type checking and a 
user-extensible language. 
C++ also enables programmers to incorporate new types into the language. 
through the use of classes. A class is a user-defined type. The compiler can treat 
new types as if they are one of the bui lt-in types. This is a very powerful feature. 
In addition, the class provides the mechanism for data abstraction and 
encapsulation, which is the key to object-oriented programming. 
2.5 MIS System 
In this section, comparison will be made between the proposed system and the 
ex isting system. The proposed system wi ll be compared wi th the above four sy terns and 
some other similar systems that exist in the current market. 
Currently, most of the existing system only provides function either to send 
messngc:-; or keeping minutes of meeting. For example, the Flash Messaging ystem only 
enuble user to send und received messages. Sometimes however, these functions are 
insufncicnt for the st.nff.'i in 1111 orgoni lation. It is because of this that the proposed system, 
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which is the MIS system had combines these two functions together is being developed. 
This new system wi ll provides more functions and consistent way to retrieved and sends 
messages bet ween staffs. 
Besides that, there are a few of the current system that does not provide contact 
detai ls for another staffs to know their whereabouts. This will be troublesome in case the 
staff need to be contacted during emergency. For example, the noteNow Real Time 
Messaging System will help in detect the present of other noteNow users. However, it 
does not provide further contact details to enable the user easi ly reach by others. With the 
proposed system, this feature will be included for convenience purposes during urgent or 
emergency cases. 
In the proposed project, one of the features is to enable the staff to store minutes 
of meeting for fu ture references. Minute of meeting is one of the most importnnt 
documents to management level for decision-making. I lowever, for some existing system 
such as the Meetingmaker System, it does not provide additional features to store the 
meeting information, which is important for organization. The system is a group-
scheduling tool that only helps to schedule meeting and plan other activit ies. 
In some current messaging system, the arri ving of new messages wi ll not be 
notified or in form to the user. llowever, this problem is solved by the MIS system. The 
MIS system will notify the user whenever a new message arrived by pop up an icon 
informing the user the arrival of the message. This additional feature help to alert the user 
or the staffs in an organization to view their message quickly, which help to allO\ s stafTs 
to make decisions at the speed of business. 
2.6 Chapter Conclusion 
This chnptcr wi ll discuss the findings from the literature review conducted during 
this phnsc. The reseorch wi ll include the current existing system, which had some similar 
l'cntun.:s with the proposed system and the technologies used in developing those current 
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existing system. Besides, issues relnting to the Ml system are also included. Information 
such as the importance of keeping minutes of meeting is also expJained. 
After conducting a literature review, it is learn that there are many systems out 
there that have some similar functions with the MIS system. However, it is learned that 
many tools can be used to develop different systems. 
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Chapter 3: System Analysis and Requirements 
3.1 Techniques Used 
In determining the requirements for the MIS system, a few techniques had been 
use. The techniques include brainstorming, discussions, the Internet and library. 
3. 1. 1 Brainstorming 
Before the project can even begin, an in itial brainstorming session is held 
together with my project supervisor Miss Rafidah Mohd. Noor. The purpose of 
this session is to fi rst understand and grab the overall concept behind the project 
at hand. Then we define the project and drafl out u few functions that the ML 
system should have. Brainstorming is also a good way of planning for our next 
move. 
3.1.2 Discussions 
Discussions with a few friends have been conducted to define the system 
requirements. The discussions had help me to understand more and better hO\ is 
the MIS system going to work and now. Besides, the discussions also gu ide me 
throughout the design parts where I can drafl out the systems interfaces more 
clearly. 
3.1.3 Internet 
Nownduys the Internet hus become the main place where most people find 
resources ond informntion. It hus become a major resource to obtain the latest 
informution. Besides that, the Internet provides fas ter and a more effi cient way to 
get infnrrnntion. The inf'ormution obtained is then used a guidelines to help in 
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defin ing the system requirements of the Ml system. Thus, the Internet is used as 
one of the techniques to do research on the MIS system. 
3. 1.4 Library 
Besides the Internet, the library also helps in the finding of important 
in fo rmation. The library database provides a lot of useful information where it 
guides me in findin g and searching more relevant in formation for the 
development of the MIS system. 
3.2 Project Development Model 
One of the key factors in completing any system development project is to adopt a 
methodology. A development methodology is an assortment of rules and stnndnrds that 
govern the approach taken to all tasks associated with the development process. There is 
no one right way to develop any system. Therefore, it is less important which particular 
methodology is adopted than it is some methodology be adopted rsT A96 1. 
In developing the MIS system, the System Development Li fe Cycle ( DLC) 
model is chosen. The process of system development consists of various step, each step 
may be performed using different techniques and tools. 
SDLC was choose in developing the MIS system because it can be thought of as 
the set of activities that systems analysts, designers and users carry out to develop and 
implement an in formation system. It is an organized process for developing and 
maintaining systems. It helps establish a systems project plan because it provides an 
overnll picture of activities needed to develop a system. There arc many vnriation of the 
basic development Ii fc cycle. But there arc some essential steps, as shown in Figure 2 I, 
which 11rc common to 1111 , to he taken in developing any system. 
The SDLC 11ppro11ch thnl will be adopted in the proposed project although each 
phase is presented discretely, it is never accomplished as a separated step. Instead, several 
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activities can occur simultaneously, and activit ies mny be repeated. That is why it is 
useful Lo think of Lhe SDLC as accomplished in phases (with activities in full swing 
overlapping with others, and then tapering off) and not in separate steps [KEN98] . 
The SDLC approach encompasses the activities of initial strategy, determining 
information requirements, system analys is, system design, development, testing, 
implementation and maintenance. 
Maintenance 
Implementation 
Testing 
Initial 
Strategy 
THE SYSTEM 
DEVELOPMENT 
LIFE-CYCLE 
Development 
Determining 
lnformntion 
Requirements 
Anulys is 
Design 
Flg11rl' 2 I: '/1ie System Deve/opmenf Life Cvc/e 
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3.2. 1 Initial Strategy 
In the first phase of the SDLC, it is important to identify the objectives. 
This stage is critical to the success of the rest of the development of the system. 
This phase consist of summarizing the knowledge obtained, estimating the scope 
of the system and documenting the results. The output of this phase is a feasibility 
repo1  containing a problem definition and summarizing the objectives. 
3.2.2 Determining Information Requirements 
The next phase is to determine information requirements for the particular 
users involved. There are a few tools used to define in fo rmation requirements 
such as observing the business environment, investigating dntn nnd nlso 
prototyping. In this phase, it is important to understand what information users 
need in the proposed system. 
3.2.3 Analysis 
This stage is a detailed study conducted with the purpose of wanting to 
fully understand the system and to identify the basic in formation requirements. 
The system analysis phase is concerned with data gathering and data analysis. 
Data wi ll be gathered from sources like written materials from books, 
Internet and also library database. Data Flow Diagram (DFD) is chosen to analyze 
the collected data because it enables the information domain and functional 
domain to be modeled at the same time. It is to be used to graphically show the 
now of data through the system. 
/\ 11nlysis of' the focts gathered about the system should lead to an accurate 
system requirements speci fi cation. 
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3.2.4 Design 
The system design phase is the phase in which requirements produced in 
the previous phase are translated into a representation of the system. The many 
aspects of the system which must be consider include the output requirements and 
formats, input requirements and formats, fi le design, procedure design, the 
hardware and software to be used. 
3.2.5 Development 
This stage translates and implements the detai l design representation of the 
system into programming realization. It involves the fina l definition of data 
structures, phys ical storage methods and provision of all necessary soth nrc 
programs. The purpose is to bring the working version of the system to a usable 
stage. Throughout development, and also as a separate stage after development is 
complete, thorough testing is necessary. 
Programming language such as Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 wi ll be used in 
coding the information and fu nctional domain as well as the control of the 
proposed system. Besides, Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 will also be used to create 
the interfaces while Microsoft Server SQL 7.0 wi ll be used to develop the system 
database. 
3.2.6 Testing 
Testing will be critical step in assuring the quality of the developed system 
und will represent the ultimate review of specification, design and coding. Before 
the system can be used, it must be tested. The testing step will fo llows after every 
step of' development. /\ series of tests to pinpoint problems is run first with 
snmplc <111111 1111 d eventually wi th act11nl duta. 
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3.2. 7 Implementation 
The final stage of the development will be system implementation. The 
system wi ll be implemented in its target software and hardware environment. The 
whole system will be revise to uncover the necessity to add further enhancements. 
3.2.8 Maintenance 
Maintenance process should be an ongoing activity in real development 
projects. Monitoring and necessary adjustments continue so that the system 
produces the expected results and also to determine if it meets systems objectives 
and user requirements. Unforeseen problems may need to be overcome. 
/\ system must also be rev iewed continually to ensure thnt the changing 
needs of users and the changing needs of the environment with in which the 
system exists are accommodated. However, system cnhnnccmcnts nnd 
maintenance will only be carried out in the proposed project if time constraint 
allowed. 
3.3 Functional Requirements 
A functional requirement descri bes an interaction between the system and its 
environment. rurther, functional requirements also describe how the system should 
behave given certain stimuli f PPLOI). The fo llowing arc the functional requirements for 
each of the sub-system: 
3.3.1 Leave Message 
The lcnve message module must be able to provide the users ' ith the 
intcrfnccs thut cun input their mcssugcs when the users arc not available at the 
works111tion. /\ 'uvc button will then submit the form to a database. The Clear 
button would cleur ull the text boxes whi le a Cancel button wi ll return to the main 
ll1 Cllll. 
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3.3.2 Meeting Records 
The meeting records module will also be able to provide the users with the 
interfaces that can input their meeting records. Records such as date, agenda of 
meeting and minutes meeting will be captured into the system. As usual a Submit 
button will submit the fo rm to a database while the Clear and Cancel button 
would clear all the text boxes and return to the main menu. 
3.3.3 Search Function 
The search functi on module enables the users to search staff according to 
name, date or name and date which has already leave a message stating their 
whereabouts. It also allow user to search meeting records by date or meeting ID. 
A detail meeting records will be shown after the search. 
3.3.4 Instant Messaging Module 
The messaging module will provide user with the interfaces that can input 
their message. A Send button will submit the form to a database while the Clear 
button would clear all the text boxes. An alert icon will prompt the desired users 
that he or she has unread message. 
3.3.5 Administrator Module 
The administration module will allow the administrator to create a new 
user. The administrator will enter the user ID and password for every ne' staff. 
Besides that, the administrator will also delete user ID that is not working in the 
organization anymore. This module will also allow the administrator to change 
thc ndministrntor pussword. 
3.3.6 Login Module 
This module is for all the users to log onto the system with their own 
11n iq11c user nnmu 11nd password to use the system. If a wrong password is entered, 
the system will reject the access to the system. 
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3.3. 7 Help Information 
The help function module \ ill guide user through the use of the MIS 
system. It provides interfaces that have instruction on the use of the system. 
3.4 Non-Functional Requirements 
A non-functional requirement describes a restriction on the system that limits user 
choices for constructing a solution to the problem [PFLO I]. The fol lowing arc the non-
functional requirements for the Ml system: 
3.4. 1 User Interlaces 
The system should provide user-friendly interfaces. The system shall hnvc 
to use menu and graphica l interface. The use of mouse, icon and menu should be 
common and familiar functions as in a Window environment. 
3.4.2 Rellablllty 
The system must be reliable and produce a consistence output for every 
process. It must always provide quali ty performances and must not foi l nt any 
criticn l time. For cxomple, the system should provide a consistence result each 
time the sumc inputs nrc entered into the system. 
3.4.3 Accuracy 
The system should pro ide the correct infor111uti o11 when u ccrtnin input 
d11t1111re entered . I hb 111c1111s the m1tpu1 process by the :-.yMcm muM be accurotc. 
3.4.4 Efflcloncy 
In nn ul'licicrll system there should be compatibi lity and integration 
between the different subsystems involved. Por example, the speed at which data 
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is input shou ld closely match the speed m \\hich dn11 is l roccssed to void 
backlogs of work on one hnnd or idle processing cnpncit) on the other. The aim 
should be to achieve smooth interfaces bet' ecn proce e •. 
3.4.5 Flexibility 
The system changes should be easily implemented. Changes may often 
take the form of upgrades or enhancements. 
3.4.6 Acceptability 
A n effecti ve system is one that users want to use it, and it is acceptable by 
people whose works arc affected by it. The user must feel comfortable and wiling 
to use the system. 
3.4. 7 Security 
The system should ensure that only an authorized person allow modify the 
system. The system should be able differentiate between a normal user und n 
super user and only give privilege to the correct users. Communication with the 
system needs to be establ ished with val idation control to ensure authenticity of the 
data transfer. 
3.4.8 Documentation 
The system must be fully documented, using declared standards and 
providing comprehensive guidu11ce to all present and potential users. 
3.5 Software and Hardware Tools 
3.5.1 Software Tools 
Bused 011 the co111p11ri:m11s 111 11dc in Ch11ptcr 2 (L itcruturc Rcvic\! ) 0 11 the 
solh nrc 11 11d tools 11 11i l11hlc, the following arc the so fl wurc to be used in 
dcvdopi11 ~ the MIS system. 
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Platform: Micro.w~ft Windows 98 
The main reason this plntform is chosen bccnuse it is user friendly. It 
provides support for applica1ions, which is required to develop the MIS system. 
Besides that, this platform proves to be more reliable than Microsoft Windows 95 
and it provides faster processing po' er. 
Software Tools: Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 
One of the great strengths of Visual Basic is its capability to enable user to 
quickly and effortlessly turn out application interfaces that have functionality as 
prototypes and beyond. Visual Basie's Rapid Application Development (RAD) 
environment is useful for rapidly refinin g interface design and development 
approaches. Additionall y, in today's world , applications must be written that cnn 
be eas ily and quickly changed in response to external events. Visual Basic can 
used for creating the user interface and other parts of the application thnt might he 
subject to freq uent change. 
Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 also int roduces component technology, which 
means component software could be 'glued' together to form a sophisticated 
program. Besides, the syntax of Visual Basic is similar to the fundamental 
programming languages such us BA IC and QBA IC, which is easy to learn. 
Dntubusc: Microsoft Sen1er SQL 7.0 (MSSQL Sc:n•c:r) 
Microso ft QL Server 7.0 wu · chosen to store 1111 the input from the Ml 
system. This is becnuse th is QL . erver is one of the most popular relational 
d11tuh11ses on Microsofl Windows. M 'SQL Server 7.0 supplied importnnt new 
syntuctic struclll rcs to simpli fy pmgru111111i11 g and provide better control to the 
(>r<ll(rlllll 111Cr. 
Besides. it is c11p11hlu of hnndling large umounts of data and man) 
co11currcnt users whilu preserving dn111 integrity and providing many advanced 
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administration and data distribution capabili ties. It nlso intcgrntcd w ith complete 
data integrity protection, from trnnsnction support nnd ui vnnced secur ity to 
objects that support the business rules as an implicit pnn of the dntabase. It is a 
first-class administration tools that per form on a low-cost plat form. 
3.5.2 Hardware Tools 
In developing the M IS system, there are some hardware requirements, 
which need to be included to assist the development of the system. The hardware 
recommended is as below : 
• 200 M l lz Intel Pentium Ill Processor or higher 
• 64 MB RAM M emory 
• 15" M oni tor 
• Keyboard and mouse as input devices 
• 1.44 MO nappy disk drive 
3.6 Chapter Conclusion 
This chapter mainly discuss about on selecting the suitable software nnd hardware 
tools to develop the system. M icrosoft Visual Basic 6.0 software is se lected in developing 
the M l system. A description o f the M l system functional and non-functional 
requirements arc also is d iscuss in th is chapter. ystem Development Li fe Cycle ( DL ) 
model is used in ass ist the proposed project development. 
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Chapter 4: System Design 
System design is a process through, which requirements are translated into a 
representation of the system. Through out this stage, a th rough description wi ll show the 
logical flows of the system as well as how the requirements is being implemented and 
fulfill one by one. Design is a multi-step process in which representations of data 
structure, program structure, interface characteristics and procedural details are shown. 
This chapter consists of four major parts. They arc: 
I. System Architecture 
hows the flow of how the data is store into the data store 
2. System trucwre 
hows the fl ow of the necessary action to be taken in its daily work 
3. Data Design 
- Shows the attribute that is being stored in the database 
4. Interface Design 
- Show what arc the criteria of selecting such placement on the interface 
4.1 System Architecture 
The system nrchitecture in tht: Ml system can be di vided into a few modules. 
Figure 22 is the context diugrum for the Ml system while Figure 23 is the Data Flo' 
Diagram (DFD) Level I for the Ml system. 
0 
l l~'I" Sy.11.111 
l11li•m11im .... MIS lJ~ ... l11fi rn~111m u..cr 
I :mil System IA111il 
!:]gun: 22: A/IS Sy.,·fl•m C '0111ext Diagram (IJFD Level OJ 
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4.1.1 Login Module 
The Login module serves as the main interface of the Ml system. The user need 
to input thei r user ID and password for verification by the ystem before they can use the 
system functions. In this module, the user is allowed to change or maintain their 
Password by selecting the change password button. The user needs to enter their old 
password fi rst and then enter their new password. Verification of the old and new user 
password will be done before the new password can be updated and use. The Login 
module also acts as a medium to connect to other modules. Figure 24 illustrates the Data 
Flow of this module. 
r 
1 . 1 ' 
I A l I User L o gin Fi le - lh cr -·• U sc r R cco rd Ve r i ficatio n 
•• Pro c ess 
" 
,J 
I 
User Mnintain nn cc D ctn i l 
i 
/ 1.2 ' 
U 11 d 111 cd User Pnss word C h an ge / 
I Ma intain 
P asswo rd 
" 
P rocess 
Figure 21: /)F/) Le\•el I /,ogi11 Prncess 
4.1.2 Leave Message Module 
The Leuvc Mcssuge module ullows the user to lcnvc their mcssugc down 
Whenever they leave their' orkstntion or the orguni1ution. Contuct detai ls do not ha c to 
be emcrcd. I lowcvcr, the contnct details of thnt user wi ll he prov it.lcd during searching for 
the user ' here11l)lluts. Th is is to provide ensy access to get the conwct dctni l from the 
system, rather thnn to scurch for It 111111u111lly from the filling cflb inct. The message will be 
Store into the relevant d11t11h11sc. 
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/ 
' 2 1 
_Leave~_. Leave lliail -:-im l:e~ D.lail ~ 
Process 
\ ,I 
Figure 25: DFD Level 2 l eave Message Process 
4.1.3 Instant Messaging Module 
The main function of the Instant Messaging module is to enable the user to send 
or receive messages from other user. This module allows user to write down their 
message and send it to their colleague. Besides, user can also check if they have receives 
any new messages. Afier viewing the message, user can ei ther choose to keep the 
message or delete it away. The special feature that appears in this module is that nn aler1 
icon wi ll pop up to inform the user that he had a new message. 
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4.1.4 Meeting Record Module 
The Meeting Record module only allows ccrtnin user to ncccss it such as the 
secretary of a department. This is to provide additionnl security as only the invitees ef the 
meeting can view the meeting record. Verification of control ' ill be done to check the 
user status. This module enables secretary lo insert minutes of meeting into the system. 
This meeting record wi II be kept as f uturc reference. 
/ 
' 4.1 
- M:.cting D::tail_. Write Meeting Mning_, I 
- Record 01 Meeting File 
IXtail Process 
'" 
j 
Figure 27: DFD Level 2 Meeting Record Process 
4.1.5 Search Function Module 
The Search Function module can be divided into two parts. The cwo funccions arc 
searching for the user whereabouts and searching for meecing records. earching for chc 
user whereabouts will need the user to select ei ther the user name of the person that he 
Wish to search, by dntc or searching by numc nnd dace. Once the relevant in fonmuion is 
being sclccccd, message that was ten do' n by the user will be prompt out. The scmus of 
the user or che user whereaboucs will be known including the contact number nnd ocher 
nnportant information. I lowevcr, if the user thut is looking for docs not leave down any 
mcssugc informing his whereabouts, che system will in form the user that the search 
Produce no result . 
Scorching for meeting records will need the user to enter che relevant dntc thnc the 
tnceting wns held or senrchinH by 1111.:eting ID. If there is 1111 y meeting held on thoc 
Pn11 icul11r dny or the mcecing ID is correct. the resul t of the meeting will be lisccd out 
include chc d11te 1111<1 time of the meeting wns held 11nd also the ugenda of the meeting. 
The user just needs to choose the relev11nt ngendn to view the detai l of the meeting 
record. l'hc ysccm ' ill provide n more detai l information regarding the mcccing to the 
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user. However, if there is no meeting held on thnt dn , n mcssng~ "ill prompt out to 
inform the user. 
5.1 5.3 
Sew-ch 
Leave Message Leave Search Leave Leave + Display Display Message BJ 
- Messogc File Message Message Message Record Information Record 
Process Result Process 
' 
, 
' 
User 
-l 
5.2 5.4 
Search 
Di\plny Meeting DJ Meeting File - Mccung Search Meeting Meeting Display Meeting Record lnformotion 
Process Result Record Process 
Figure 28: DFD l evel 2 Search F1111ctio11 Process 
4.1.6 Help Information Module 
This I lclp In formation module contains information on guiding the user hO\ to 
Use the Ml system. User j ust needs to select the relevant topic to v iew the detail 
informmion. This module contain guidnncc informat ion such ns guiding user ho\ to log 
1
nto the system, how to change their password and other useful in formation. A l l the help 
information is , ell kept into u dutubusc. 
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Figure 29: DFD Level 2 /le/a lnformatio11 Process 
4.1.7 Administration Module 
The Administration module wil l restrict the administrator with the correct 
Password to access to it. In th is module, the administrator can either choose to change the 
administrator password or to odd or delete user. The ndministrutor is in charges of 
assigning the user name and password to the new user. I lowevcr, the user is nllO\ s to 
change their password later on. The administrator would also be assign to maintain the 
system database. 
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Figure 30: DFD Level 2 Administration Process 
4.2 System Structure 
The system structure can be divided into a few modules. Figure 31 shows the 
flow of the MIS system structure. 
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4.2.1 Login Module 
This Login module function as the main interface for the lvtlS system. It enables 
the user to input their user name and password to be verify by the system. If their user 
name and password docs not match, they will not allow using the system. In this module, 
user is allows to change their password too. 
In put User Old 
Pa sswo rd 
lrq>u t U s er New 
Pa sswo rd 
Yes 
• 
lJ pd U I C 
Pu ss word 
•r 
M u 111 I' tqp: 
•r 
[:~II-11 -  -
No 
Eifil!H' 32: Usgr Clumglag Pqssword Flowchart 
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4.2.2 Leave Message Module 
The Leave Message module allows the user to lea e down their mes$age 
whenever they want to leave their workstation or the organization. This is to inform other 
user on their whereabouts and the contact detail that they can be reach. Figure 33 shows 
the flowchart for the leave message process. 
Leave M es s 11gc 
D c 111 ii 
s 0 v c 
M oin Page 
togou 1 
I 
Fig11rt' 33; /,c•avc Mes.,·age Flowclwrt 
4.2.3 Instant Messaging Module 
The lnstunt Mcssnging 111od11lc c1111blc user to send or receive mc~sagc. User can 
Write their 111css11gc 1111d semi it IO other user. The system wi ll ~end un olcn to the user if 
there is 11c' mcssngc. l'hey cnn nlso check lhr new or rcud previous messages. 1 he 
llowchnrt of the inst1111t mcssngc process is shown in Fl~11re 34. 
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Ei'Sll/'C' J.£.· lns{(mf Me.,·.,·aging l'mcc·ss Flmvclwrr 
4.2.4 Mooting Record Modulo 
The Meeting Record module nllows ccrtnin user to ucccss to it. Only the secretary 
cnn insert the meeting dctnil into the system to keep it os u fu ture reference. The 
Oowchnrt is shO\ n bclo' in FIJ.!. 111·t· 35. 
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f !gw·,, JS .· Sfort• Mt•i'.f i.lJ,g Rernrtl l'roct:.\'.\' Flowchart 
4.2.S Search Function Module 
The 'cnr ·h Function module can be divided into two parts. The carch Function 
rnodulc con scnrch for user whcrenbouts nncl nlso search for meeting records. The 
flowchart is shm n below for the two processes. 
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Systl'm Design 
E n 1cr ~ I cc 1in g 
R eco rds D a te 
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y •• 
D is pla y I\ 11~ 
M ee 1ing Date O r 
M ee l Ill IS (I) 
y •• 
D 1s plny M c ct111 s 
In fo rm 011011 
No 
The help informntion conrnin informn1ion on guiding lhe user how 10 use 1hc Ml 
sys1cm corrcc1ly. The help informntion cnn be retrieve from database. 
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Figure 3 7: llelp f 11(ormatio11 F/owclwrt 
4.2. 7 Administration Module 
System D~sign 
The Administrntion module ullows the ndministrutor to chungc the odmin istrator 
Pa sword. Besides. the ndministrntor hnd the uuthority to ndd nnd delete u er. Below ore 
the l\ O flo, chnrts ShO\ ing the process. 
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~ystt"m Design 
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4.3 Database Design 
No 
A d11111h11sc is 1111 intcgrntcd collective of dntn. Dutnbusc design is concerning 
about the structure of tho d11111h11sc underlying the npplicntlon. 'J he primary objecti ve of 
nrchitcctmc design is to develop n modulnr program structure and represent the control 
relationships between modules. 
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/\ database system involves the data itself, the hnrch nrc on which the data 
resides, the software (database 111a11ageme111 sJ1ste111 or DBMS) thnt controls the storage 
and retrieval of data, and the users themselves [DE199]. For the MIS system, a 
centralized database will be used to store all 1hc information. There are several important 
advantages that accrue from having centralized control of data [DA T75]. They are: 
• Redundancy can be reduced 
• Inconsistency can be avoided 
• The data can be shared 
• Standards can be en forced 
• Security restrictions can be applied 
• Integrity can be maintained 
• Conflicting requirement can be balanced 
One of the most important aspects of database system is data independence. An 
application is said to be data independence if the storage structure and accessing strategy 
cannot be changed without affecting the application significantly fDE199]. 
There are three different database models that exist nowadays. They arc 
hierarchical database, network database und relational database. I lowcver, in designing 
the database for the MIS system, the relational database model had been choose. 
Basically, a relationul database consists of tables, made up of columns and rO\ s 
of dutu. A tublc is n logical grouping of relutcd informution. Each piece of in formation is 
confined ton single column in the tuble. A row in u tnhle represents un individual entity 
With the type of the tu hie. 
For the MIS system, the dntnhnsc design consists of seven tublcs. 'I hey ore the 
U,\'tJr tnhlc, the Cio11p tnhlc. the Cim11p lJ.n1r tnblc, the U.w.:rMC.\'.\'a~e table, the 
Us1.1rAlsR 111.,·101:11 tnhlc. the A/111•1/11J.: R('conl t11hlc und tho Meetin/{AllemlA h.H:nt table. 
Belo, nre the seven tnblcs nnd their descript ion. 
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User 
---
This table store users information . It consists of the user JO, u.er name, password and 
also user house phone number and mobi le number. 
-
Field Name Data TyJ>e Description 
UserID Nvarchar( 15) User unique ID - login purpose 
~ UserName Nvarchar(50) User fu ll name 
J>assword Nvarchar( 15) To authenticate user 
_Login Time DatcTimc(8) User login time 
UserHouscNum Nvarchar( 12) User house number 
-
UserMobi le Nvarchar( 12) User mobile number 
-
fu-oun 
This table store in formation about the user group status. Each user will have their owns 
Unique group ID and department. This will help to differentiate user and contro l their 
access level. 
-- Field Name Data Type Description 
--Group JD lnt(4) Group unique ID 
--GrouprName Nvarchar( 15) I - In formation Technology 
2 - I lumnn Resource 
3 - Finance And Accounting 
4 Mnrkcting And ales 
--
5 - Production And Manufacturing 
-
!1!:9unUNcr 
This tuble swrcs the user II). 8ro11p II) 1111d 11st.:r co11trnl. 
1qcld Numc 
Group I I) 
UscrJI) 
Duh• Type 
l11t('I) 
Nvnrchnr( 15) 
Description 
User group un iquc ID 
User unique ID 
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UscrControl Nvnrchnr(20) User level of control 
!lscrMcssagc 
This table is tO store in form ation about the message that the users send and leave. It 
includes information such as the person who wrote the message, the date and time the 
message was send and short description about the message. The information in this table 
Wi ll be for temporary purposes. /\s the user is able to delete their message after they had 
read it. 
Field Name Dutu Type Description 
......_ 
Message ID lnt(4) Each message with unique ID 
-UserlD Nvarchar( 15) Person who send the message 
-
SendTo Nvarchar( 15) Person ID who receive the message -
-DateSent Date Timc(8) The date the user send or leave the -
message 
..._ 
TimeSent DatcTimc(8) The time the user send or leave the 
message 
..._ 
Subject Nvarchur(300) The message subject 
---Description Nvarchur(2000) Brief description about the mes age 
-Message Type Char( I 0) The type of the message 
I - Individual 
G - Group 
L - Leave Message 
--McssngcStutus lnt(4) The stotus of the message 
0 Dcfoult 
I I{ cud 
2 l Jnrcud 
Mcssngc I 111portu11cc Nv11rch11r( I 0) The irnportu11cc of the message 
- I.ow 
Medium 
--
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[ 1-lligh 
!LscrMsgHistory 
The infonnation that contain in this table is the same with the UserMessage table. The 
information in this table will be remains forever. This is because user will be able to view 
their previous message. So, th is table will keep all previous message even the user had 
deleted the message away. 
-
Field Name Data Type Description 
~ 
Message ID lnt(4) Each message with unique ID 
-
UserID Nvarchar( 15) Person who send the mcssugc 
-SendTo Nvarchar( 15) Person ID who receive the message 
-
DateSent -DateTimc(8) The date the user send the message 
~ 
TimeSent The time the user send the message --DateTime(8) 
-
Subject Nvarchar(300) The message subject 
-
Description Nvarchar(2000) Brief description about the message 
-Message Type Char( I 0) The type of the message 
I - Individual 
G - Group 
L - Leave Message 
-Message tat us lnt(4) The stotus of the message 
0 - Default 
I - Read 
2 Unrcud 
----Message Import uncc Nvnrchnr( I 0) The importuncc of the message 
I.ow 
Medi um 
- I ligh 
--
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.Meetingllccord 
This table store information for all the meeting record. lnformnt ion about the meeting 
such as the meeting agenda, the date and time the meeting' as held, the venue of the 
meeting and other relevant information. 
Field Name Data Type Description 
~ 
MeetinglD Nvarchar(30) Each meeting record with unique ID 
-
UserID Nvarchar( 15) User that enter the meeting record 
~ 
MeetingNo lnt(4) The number of the meeting was held 
~ 
Date Date Time The date the meeting was held 
-
Venue Nvarchar( I 00) The venue of the meeting 
......._ 
TimeStart OateTime(8) The time the meeting start 
~ 
Time End DateTime(8) The time the meeting end 
..._ 
Agenda 
,__ 
N varchar(300) The agenda of the meeting 
MinutesMeeting 
--
N varchar(2000) Brief description of the meeting 
NextMeeting 
......__ 
DateTime(8) The date of the next meeting 
~ctineAttcndAbscnt 
This table store information about the meeting auendces and absentees. Only the meeting 
attendees and absentees arc allows viewing the meeting records. This purpose is for 
controlling the user access. 
Field Numc 
Meeting ID 
Meeting/\ hsc11tcc 
Dutu Type 
Nvurchnr(30) 
Nvnrchnr( 15) 
Nvnrchnr( 15) 
Description 
Ench meeting record with unique ID 
User thut 11llend the meeting und able to 
view the 111eeting record 
User th11t 11hsent from the meeting hut 
nblc to view the meeting record 
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4.4 System Interface Design 
Interface has played a major role in the current system that is under development 
in the market. This is due to the undesirable needs for graphical interface from user as it 
is seen as a highly motivated tool to give comfort and grasp the power of computer in the 
multimedia world. However, there are three user interface constraints when considering 
the user interface design: 
• Design as simple as possible 
• Highly user friendliness 
• Involve short learning curve 
Based on the three constraints mention above, the user interface design of' the MIS 
system is shown as below. 
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4.4.1 Layout Of Main Menu 
l.O 
2.0 
1.0 Menu Drop Down 
2.0 Icon Button 
3.0 Date, Time & User 
Iden ti ti cation 
Menu drop down is a very common thing upon the graphical user interface. Its 
functionality is to allow the grouping of all common categorization together as to 
have a more systematic approach 
- This is done as to provide n better flow of usage within the system to the user. 
- This button contnins 4 gencrul cntcgorics, which nm Logout, Search, end 
Mcssngc nnd I lclp. 
It is design us to provide n better interactive. When the mouse move over the 
button, description will appear as to inform its functionality of the button as to 
drag the user nttention as when he or she is currently at. 
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3.0 
Users need to identify certain basic things such n. Ontc. Time nnd who is 
currently log-on. 
This provides better control and security to the user as it gives assurance. 
4.4.2 Layout Of Forms And Buttons 
; MIS Scnil Mc ss.i11c £i 
Send Mes~ 
Mes'* lrlormabOn ~~~ 
Date . 27 Dec 2001 Tme 
Created By 
Meuage Type 
Send To 
I .O Buttons Layout 
2.0 Enabling Techniques 
1.0 
S\bieci 
Descl1)tJOn 
llu11011s 11rc put outside the fmrm: us to diffcrcnti11tc the Command Button of 
acti 11tion. This will ntt rnct the users nllcntion as that the Buttons arc all being 
group nnd cntcgorizcd with proper names for its fu nctionality. 
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2.0 
3.0 
The system will actual ly change the colour of the button from black to gray and 
from cl ick able to none, if the functionali ty docs not pem1i ts tJ1e user from doing 
so. This will help to prevent unnecessary errors and access. 
; MI<; f\ll1l tfow II 11:1 1E3 
New Usei 
User ID 
Coritoct Nt.irbet 
GrQl4l Typo 
Select GI"'"' MrnsllolOI • 
....,.. FnanceAnd ~
H1man Aeaw_:_e __ 1 
lnlOlmobon T ~
3.0 Frame Layout 
Sd<clcdGo°"' I 
In format ion is categories by using n box that looks like n frame. This is to give the 
user beller view on ' hut that has been abstract is base on such details. For 
example, if the form is to ubstrnct New User Detui Is, then text box that ore 
contains wi th in that particular frame will only represent the New User Detai l . 
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4.0 
; Ml !; !j1:. 111:h f'crrnn £i 
Search By Name And Date 
Person Name jseloct Ono 
Start Date I 
4.0 Selection Techniques 
End Date 
This is to provide a better understanding and to get more accurate information 
from the user. With selection technique, the user just has to click the button nnd 
choose the correct date and time from the display and get the desired data. 
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4.4.3 Layout Of Information 
1.0 
Add User 
This module t!lllow you to ere 
system . 
To Add a New User from the Main Menu 
1. Select the Maintenance option from the Mt!!in Menu. A drop down 
displo!lyed . 
2. Select the New User option. 
To create o New Use r in the System 
1. Provide t!I unique user Id for the user 
2. Enter the full nt!lme of the user 
J . Enter t!I deft!lult pt!lssword for the user . 
4 . Re -enter the pt!lssword that ht!!ve been cret!lted . 
S. Enter the contact number of the user. 
6. Select the oroup which the user belono to. 
7. Click the Add New Button or press Enter 
Importont 
Mt!lke sure tht!lt the user Id is unique. 
1.0 Information Layout 
The information layout is important for the user to be able to read the information 
correctly and accurately. 
Alignment and text position wi ll huve to arrange nice ly to allo\ optimum 
understanding ond n good interface design. This is to avoid the information from 
being Wu st11gn11nt nnd dull. 
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4.4.4 Type Of Control Being Used 
• Ml 'i I t!clVI! Mt!SS cll ll! £i 
r L~eMeuage 
Message lrlOJmabon 
Date 27Dec 2001 Trne 809ZSPM 
l.O 
2.0 
Created By Achin llalOf 
Meauige Type Lellve Menage Men age Importance 
Message Detell 
Subieci ~~~~~~~~~~~-+-~======== 
Dew~ion 
~ 
------
1.0 List Box With Scro ll Bnr 
2.0 Combo Oox 
List box \ ith scroll bar is used in this system to allow the user to move the 
position of the reading information between left and right or up and dm n. 
Oesidcs thut. infornwtion entered cnn ulso he rend by using the scro ll bar is the 
sentence is too long. 
Combo box contnin infor111111ion th11t will be displ11y in u list drop down format. It 
cu11 cm1111ins the whole list of thu request information in a read-only opt ion or user 
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can type into it and the objecl w ill search lhc in formntion of the tirst key letter o f 
more similar to the combo box list as the user type on it. 
This option is used in the development of the system as it provides better 
consistency in the information display in a read-only format. User cannot alter of 
simply retrieve any information that never existed. 
3.0 List Box 
De'eto User 
3.0 
Selected Nbl'l'le 
L ist box is used in the system when there is necessary on hand display o f al l the 
in formation at once glances. This is done ns user cnn only select the necessary 
in formation. 
This is basically used mostl y in 1hc librury display in formation such as dote, 
country 1111d stutc us well us c111cgory. 
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4.0 
• Ml'; I ill 01 Pi:non lnl11111111t i11 n ~ 
4.0 Datagrid 
Datagrid play major roles in the development of the system. It is the fastest and 
easiest and productive ways of retrieving infonnation from the database and to be 
display to the users. 
User tends to feel more secure when informution can be grasp within one 
interface and datagrid permits such flexibil ity at case. 
4.5 Expected Outcome 
The Ml system is 0 stt111d-ulo11e system for the use of u small to medium size 
organization. It works in u Locnl Aren Network (LAN) using ccntrolizcd dntobasc. ·1 he 
lllain features or functions expected from this project ore us below. 
• Ennhle stuff:-: to send nnd receive messngcs within orgnniz.uticrn 
- the MIS system should he nhlc to let the users 10 send and receive messages 
nnulng themselves. Any nrrivnl of new niessngcs will be inform by the system 
to the users by pop up nn icon informing them . 
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• Easier to search for other staffs whereabouts 
- the system should enable staffs that leave their' ork tation to leave down 
messages in forming their whereabouts. Users contact details wi ll be provided 
when searching for users whereabouts. 
• Enable staffs to store and retrieve minutes of meeting 
- the system should only allow certain users to store the minutes of meeting. 
Besides, the minutes of meeting can only be view by certain users. 
• Enable the administrator and users of the MIS system to change thei r password 
- the system will allow administrator to change the administrator password. 
Besides, it also should enable users to change the user password. 
• Enable the administrator to add or delete users 
- the MIS system enables the administrator to add or delete users manually. This 
is to enable a new user to use the system while prevent any unauthorized users 
from using the system. 
• Provide information guiding users on how to use the Ml system 
- the system provides a help file containing in formation regarding the Ml 
system. It helps to guide any users thot ure un fa miliur wi th the system. 
4.6 Chapter Conclusion 
This chnptcr murks the end of the unnlysis nnd initinl designing of the ~ystem . It 
contains the designing of the dntnhnse nnd also the user intcrfuccs. From here onward , 
Pieces of the system wi II he put IOltcthcr in the development process. 
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5.5. 1 Simplicity 
C~13~tei ~~rY~~ei1J 1,,n~~gJJe11fafi,Q1::'1 "" " :mn ln "" n M.-: h l a Tho 
5.1 Introduction 
System implementation is a process of transformin g the design specification and 
data models into an executable software. It involves coding step that translates a detai ls 
design representatidrt of software 1into a program language feal ization. Proper 
implemen ation is essential to provide a reliable system to meet organization 
requircm ts. 
5.2 D velopment Environment 
O vclopmcnt environment has certain impact on the development of o system. 
Using th suitable hardware and software not only help to speed up the system 
developm nt but also determine the success of the project. The hardware and soflwan: 
tools use to develop the entire MIS system arc as below: 
5. . 1 Hardware Requirements 
As mention in hnpter 3, the hardware used to develop the system arc 
I is cd below: 
• 200 Ml lz Intel Pentium 111 Processor or higher 
• 64 MB RAM Memory 
• 15" Monitor 
• Kcybonrd und n1ouse us input devices 
• I .'Iii MB llnppy <.lisk dri e 
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5.2.2 Software Tools I Components Requirements 
The software used in developing the Ml system basicall. consisted of 
tools and components. The tools include all the application used to design and 
develop the MIS system whereas components consist of all the technology used to 
support the functionali ty of the system. Table ./ and Table 5 below listed all the 
tools and components used in developing the MIS system. 
Software Tools Purpose Description 
Window 98 System Requirement Operating System (OS) 
Microsoft Visio 2000 Data Modeling and Design of Df'D and 
Process Design flowchart 
-Microsoft Server QL 7.0 Database Build the datohusc to 
store and manipu late dntn 
Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 System Development Coding the system 
-- --Macromedia f ireworks 4 Interface Design Design better interfocc 
for the system 
-~ 
Microsoft Project 2000 ystem Planning Design project schedule 
for development of the 
system 
Table 4 : S11111111ary o(So[lware Tools Used 
Components I Control Purpose Description 
Calendar on trot nlcndur alcndar Display 
Function 
lldpll rcc1c llTML llclp Developing On I .inc Displuy On Linc I lclp 
Edition 1 lclp File For MIS Sy'>tcm 
Mi ·roson /\ 1)01)11111 Cnmtc Cormcctions To Retrieved and 
'cm t rn I 6. () Bet ween D11t 11-llou nd Mnnipulatc Dnta h orn 
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-Contro ls nnd Dntn Dnrnhnse 
Providers 
Microso ft DataGrid Display Dnta Displaying Lists Of 
Control 6.0 M essages I M eeting 
Records 
Microso ft DataList Input Data Into Database Displaying List Of 
Controls 6.0 UserName To Be 
Selected Into Database 
Table 5: Su111111ary o[Co111ponents I Soflware Used To Support The 
F1111ctio11ality of The MIS System 
5.3 Development of MIS System 
Jn this section, the development of the MIS system w ill be explained in further 
details. It focused on the analysis of usage of the soflware tools and components being 
used. 
5.3.1 Development Tool - Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 
Visual Basic is one of the most popular programming tools in Windows 
environment due to its RAD (Rapid Application Development) capabi lity 
associated w ith it. V isual Basic has been chosen to develop the M l system due to 
the following reason: 
• V isual Oasic is u visuul programming lunguuge that enables the developer 
to ropidly create u window-bused 11pplicutio11. It provides o complete set of 
buil t in winthl\ objects l ike buttons, tex t box , l ist box, combo box, menu 
frnmc nnd ct ·. 
• The syntn:< o f Visunl llnsic is similor to the fundamental programming 
l 11 ng11 11~es such 11s BASIC and ASP. Besides, I had been exposed in using 
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ASP Programming Language during industrial training. Therefore, it is 
easy to learn and understand. 
• Visual Basic introduces component technology (more details below), 
which means component software could be 'glued' together to form a 
sophisticated program. 
• Visual Basic allows user to create, run, test and debug Windows program 
in one application easil y. All modules of a project such as forms, general 
modules and classes are well organized. 
5.3.2 Microsoft ADO Data Control 6.0 
The ADO Data control uses Microsoft ActivcX Data Objects (ADO) to 
quickly create connections between data-bound contro ls and data providers. Dntn-
bound controls arc any controls that feature a DataSource property. Dntn 
providers can be any source written to the OLE DB specification. It is easy to 
create data provider using Visual Basie's class module. 
The ADO Data control has the advantage of being u graphic control (with 
Back and Forward buttons) and it also allow to create database applications with a 
minimum of code. Additionally, Visual Busic includes several data-bound 
ActivcX controls such as the DataGrid, DataCombo, Chart , and DataList controls. 
In the development of the Ml ' system, the ADO Data Control is u ed for 
open a specified dutabusc table or define n set of records based on a tructured 
Query Lunguogc ( QL) query or stored procedure or view of the tables in that 
dutnbase. 
5.3.3 Microsoft DstaGrld Control 6.0 
The D111110 rid co111ml is n sprendshect-likc bound control that displays a 
series of rows nnd colt111111s representing records und fi elds from a Rccordsct 
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object. DataGrid can be used to create nn npplicnt ion thnt nllm\ g the end user to 
read and wri te to most databases. The DataGrid control cnn be quickl}I configured 
at design time with little or no code. When the DntnGrid control's DataSeurce 
property is set at design time, the control is automatically fi lled and its column 
headers arc automatica lly set from the data source's recordset. Then the grid's 
columns can be edit, delete, rearrange, add column headers to, or adjust any 
column's width. 
At run time, the DataSource can be programmatically switched to view a 
different table, or it just modify the query of the current database to return a 
different set of records. In the development of the MIS system, the DataGrid 
Control is used for viewing data from database. 
5.3.4 Microsoft Calendar Control 8.0 
The Calendar control makes it easy for users to view and set dnte 
information via a calendar-like interface. Users can select a single date using a 
mouse. Buttons at the top of the control arc used to scrol 1 months and years in and 
out of view. 
In addition, the control has the ubili ty to displny up to 12 months at a time. 
This can be helpful when it want to give users the ability to view date in formation 
nround the dote of interest. 
In developing the MI system, the 'nlendnr Control is used to give users 
the ability to choose a date with the click of u mouse rather thun typing a date 
valuu. 
5.3.5 Microsoft DataLlst Controls 6.0 
The 1)111111.ist cont rol is 11 d11t11-bound list box thut is au tomatically 
pop11 l11tcd fro111 11 field in nn 111tnchccl drun source, nnd opt ionul I y updates a field in 
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a related table of another dutn source. The DntnList control is cQdc-compatible 
with the DBList control. I lowever the DarnList cont rol i optimized to work with 
ActiveX Data Objects (ADO). 
The DataList controls strongly resemble the standard list box controls, but 
there is some important differences that give it a great flexibility and usefulness in 
database appl ications. The DataList controls can be automatically fi lled from a 
database fi eld from the data control to which it is bound. In addition, they can 
optionally pass a selected field to a second data control. 
For the development of the MIS system, the DataList control is used for 
supplying values from one table to input values into a second table. For example, 
in the MIS system, the names of users arc stored in one table and it is neing show 
in the list box to be selected and stored the values into another table. 
5.3.6 HelpBreeze HTML Help Edition 
HelpBreeze llTML llelp Edition is a complete, WYSIWYG uuthoring 
environment for developing Microson I ITML I lelp systems. I lelpBreeze has been 
one of the leading commercial authoring tools fo r Microsoft Windows I lclp since 
its introduction in 1993. Currently, thousands of developers nnd technical writers 
use I lelpBreezc to create online help systems for Window applications or a 
stand-alone information resources. I lelpBreezc I ITML I lclp Edition is a stnnd-
nlonc authoring tool, which is dedicated specifically to I ITML I lclp. 
I ITM L l lclp is the next generation help system from Microsoft and is nO\ 
the stnndurd onlinc help system in Window:-; 9K. Windows 2000 nnd lutcr. llTM I 
llclp is nlso used in Onicc 2000. llTMI. llclp incorporntcs mnny of the fea ture 
of its predecessor, Wimlm s 1 lclp (or Winl lclp), 1111d 11lso mids n numhcr of new 
cnpnhilities. 1 l't'ML l lclp uses 1 ITML ns the lhrm11t for help topics and adds n 
numhcr uf features which nrc vitul to online help systems, including as a table of 
con1e1Hs. key' md index 1111tl 1\111-tc:< t scnrch. 
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5.4 Component Technology 
In visual programming world, component is defined ns ommon use obj ect or 
program with 2 characteristics. There arc: 
• Changeable properties or attri butes. 
• Can be 'glued' with order components to form an sophisticated application 
5.4.1 Advantages Of Component Technology 
'fh \: he m.: li t:- o f Gompnnc n t-or1cn tcd uppro uc h in o lt1d1.:! 
• Shorter Jmplcmcntufion P ha se 
The usage o f components el iminates the lines o f code significantly. This in 
turn hortc;ns the development cycle. 
• Code Rcusability 
The customizable characteristi c of componen1s enables it to be used 111 
various applications. 
• ode Encupsulution 
The component container hides the detail o f internal data structure and 
code from the programmers. The programmers only have to deal \ ith the 
interface parameters ol' the components. 
5.5 Criteria Of MIS System 
l'hc prngrnm11\i11g tool thut used tn implement M IS -,ystcm is Micrn~o n Vi!!ual 
Bu-,ic 6.0. 111 rndcr to use it, II l:tOOd 1111derst1111din t-t of' the w11y Vi \ uUI 13u\ic worki..,, nnd 
'io111c nc\\ tcnninulugy nml ping111111111ing co11ccptli llSl\O(;iUtecJ with it ii, ncce'l\ury In 
nddi1io11. there 11rc 11 fr, cri 11.: ri11 thnt hnve to he considered in dcv<.:loping the M IS system 
' hid1 nn: .;hnwn h ·In' : 
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5.5.1 Simplicity 
A good program should keep its statement as simple as possible. 1fhe 
guidelines below arc fo llowed to maintain simplicity of tJ1e MlS program. 
• A void the use of complicated tests 
• Eliminate tests on negative conditions 
• Use spacing and readability symbols to clarify statement content 
• A void heavy nesting of loops or conditions. For example: 
for I = 0 To ListGroupSel.ListCount - I 
a = ListGroupScl.List(I) 
Set rstGroup I = New ADODB.Recordsct 
rstGroup I.Open "select • from [Group] where GroupName "' & n & "'", 
cnn I, adOpenKeysct, adLockOptirnistic 
Next I 
b = rstGroup l !GrouplD 
rstGroup I .Close 
Set rstGroup I = Nothing 
rstGroupUser.AddNcw 
rstGroupUser!GroupID = b 
rstGroupUser! UserID = varUserID 
If OptAdmin. Value = True Then 
rstGroupUscr! UscrControl = "Administrator" 
ElselfOptSec.Vnlue -= True Then 
rstGroupUscrl UscrControl ""' " ccrctury" 
Else If OptAdmin. Vuluc - Folse Or Opt cc. Value - False Then 
rstGroupUscrl UscrControl "" 
l ~nd If 
rstC'lrollpUs '1'. lJ pd11tc 
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• Use parentheses to clnri f y logicnl or nrithmct ic ex pre. sions. For example: 
Dim rstUserMsg As ADODB.Recordsct 
Dim rstUser As ADODB.Rccordset 
Dim k As Integer 
If (CboPersonName.Text <> "Select One") And (TxtStartDate.Text <> "") _ 
And (TxtEndDatc.Tcxt <> "") Then 
' Open User table 
Set rstUser = New ADODB.Recordset 
rstUser.Open "select • from I User] where UserName = "' & 
CboPersonName.Text & ""', _ 
cnn I , adOpenKeyset, adLockOptimistic 
5.5.2 Code Efficiency 
In developing the MIS system, code efficiency is very critica l. Therefore 
useful guidelines are being practiced as below: 
• When possible, avoid the use of multi-dimensional arrays 
• Use integer arithmetic and Boolean expressions, whenever possible. f or 
example: 
'Source: http://www. vhcodc.corn 
For Each ctrl In Mc. 'ontrol 
l f'TypcOl' ctrl Is TcxtBox Then 
ctrl.Tcxt "" 
End If 
Next 
I .istC iro11pScl.Clc11r 
Opt/\drnin. V11l11c Fnlsc 
Opt~cc. V11l11c Fnlsc 
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• Carefull y evaluate nested loop 10 determine if stntcmcnts or expression 
can be moved outside. For example: 
lf TxtNextMceting(9).Tcxt = gDate.Text Then 
rstMeeting!NextMeeting = TxtNextMeeting(9).Text 
Else 
rstMeeting!NcxtMeeting = '"' 
End If 
rstMccting. Update 
For I = 0 To ListNameAttcndScl.ListCount - I 
a = ListNameAttendScl.List(I) 
ct rstUscr = New ADODB.Rccordsct 
rstUser.Open "select • from [User] where UserNamc = "' & a & ""', 
cnn I, adOpenKcyset, adLockOptimistic 
b = rstUser!Userl D 
rstMeetAttAbt.AddNew 
rstMeetAttAbt!McetingAllcndcc = b 
rstMcetAttAbt !McctinglO - sMcctingll) 
rstMcctAttAbt. Update 
Next I 
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• Simpli fy arithmetic and logical expressions by pulling ommnnd in order 
the system to be understandable. For example: 
'Get data from the user. 
varUserlD = Trim(LCase((TxtUserlO( I ).Text))) 
varUserFu I I Name = Trim(Txt User Fu I I Name( I). Text) 
varUserPwd = Trim(TxtPwd( I ).Text) 
varUscrReentcrPwd - Trim(TxtRccnterPwd( I ).Text) 
Userl louseCon = Trim(Txtl lomeCon( I ).Text) 
UserMobi leCon = Trim(TxtMobileCon( I ).Text) 
UserHouseCon I = CboHome & "-" & User! louseCon 
UserMobileCon I = CboMobile & "-" & UserMobileCon 
'Proceed only if the user actua lly entered something for both 
' the User ID and User Full Name. 
If (TxtUserlO( I ).Text <> "") And (TxtUserFullName( I ).Text <> "") Then 
' Proceed only ifthe length of the User ID is not less than 
'5 digits and more than I 0 digits. 
If Len(TxtUserlD( I)) >= 5 And Len(TxtUserlO(I )) < 10 Then 
If CStr(ListGroupSel.List(O)) <> ""Then 
5.5.3 Data Integrity 
Data integrity is important to the MIS system since the data kept may 
critical to the users, such us meeting records in fonnation . The fo llowing rules 
should be implement to ensure data intcgrit y. 
• Validute all input duta 
• Keep the input formnt simple nnd uniform 
• Che ·k the impor111111 cnmhl1111tio11s or input items 
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5.6 Chapter Conclusion 
This chapter explained details about the implementation of the MIS system. It 
provides information on the software tools and components that are being used to 
develop the system. Besides, the criteria used to code the system are also being 
explained. It were used as a guidelines to produce a more consistence and effective 
program. 
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Chapter 6: System Testing 
6.1 Objectives 
Testing is a process of executing a program with the explicit intention of finding 
errors, that is, making the program fa il [JAM89]. All of the system's newly written or 
modified application programs as we ll as new procedural manuals, new hardware, and all 
system interfaces must be tested thoroughly fK EN98]. 
Testing is done throughout systems development, not just at the end. It provides a 
method to correct logic error and for testing system reliabil ity and stabil ity. It is meant to 
ensure that the programs are executed correctly and conforms to the requirements 
specified. 
Although testing is tedious, it is essential series of steps that helps assure the 
quality of the eventual system. Testing is accomplished on subsystems or progrum 
modules a work progresses. The system as u working whole must also be tested. This 
includes testing the interfaces between subsystems. the correctness of output and the 
usefu lnc ·s und understnndahility of system output. 
If testing is conducted successfu lly. it will uncover errors in the sofiware. As a 
secondary benefit . testing dcmonstrutcs thnt soflwure functions nppcur to be ' orking 
uccording to spcc ificntion. 
6.2 Guldellnes 
There 11rc scvcrnl numhcr:-; or rules th111 cnn serve wcll 11s guidelines for testing the 
Ml system. There urc: 
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• Testing is a process of executing n progrnm wi th the intent of finding an 
error. 
• /\. good test case is one that has n high probnbility of finding an as yet 
undiscovered error. 
• A successful test is one that uncovers an as yet undiscovered error. 
6.3 Testing Strategies 
The philosophy behind testing is to find errors. Test cases are devised with this 
purpose in mind. A test case is a set of data that the system wil l process as normal input. 
However, the data are created wi th the express intent of determining whether the system 
wi ll process them correct ly. There arc two general strategics !Or testing soflwarc for the 
MI system. There arc the strategics of code testing and specification testing. 
6.3.1 Code Testing 
The code testing strategy examines the logic of the progrnm . To follm 
this testing method, test cases that result in executing every instruct ion in the 
program or module is develop. Then every path through the program is tested. 
Although the code testing method con be performed in its entirety, it docs 
not guarantee against son, arc failures. This testing strategy docs not indicate 
' hcthcr the code meets its specifications nor docs it detennine whether all aspects 
nrc even implemented . ode testing also docs 1101 check the range of datn thnt the 
progrnm will :accept, even though. when sofhvurc foilures occur in actual use. 
6.3.2 Spec.ff/est/on Testing 
To p1cr form spcci lic111io11 testing. it 1s importunt tn cxominc the 
speci lieut icms stnt ing w l1111 the progrnrn shou Id do 11nd how it should perform 
under uriuu:; ·nnditions. Then test cuscs nro developed for each condi tion or 
comhinntion of conditions 1111d submitted for processing. IBy examining the 
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results, it can determine whe1her lhe program perform. nc ording 10 its specified 
requirements. Speci fication 1esting is not complete te ting. Howe\Jer, the 
assumption is that, ifthe program meets the specificniions. it \\i ll not fa il. 
6.4 Level Of Tt~sts 
Regard less olf which strategy is follows, there are preferred practices to ensure 
that the testing is useful. The level of tests and types of test data are important aspects of 
the actual test proces.s. Systems arc not designed as entire systems nor arc they tested as 
single systems. The testing process for the MIS system is divided into several levels. It 
involves unit testing, integration testing and system testing. 
6.4.1 Unit Testing 
In unit testing, the program making up a Ml system must be tests. The 
soflware units in the M l system arc the modules and routines: that arc assemble 
and integrated to perform a spcci fie function. 
Unit t c~sting focuses fi rst on the modules, independently of one another, to 
locate errors. This is to detect errors in coding and logic that arc contained within 
that module alone. Those resulting from the interaction between modules arc 
initially avoided. 
The tc·st cases needed for unit testing should exercise each condi1ion and 
option. If the module rccei c input or generates output, tc1't cm.cs ure also needed 
to test the rnniyc of values cxpcch.:d. including both vu lid und invulid dntn. 
6.4.2 lntog1ratlon Tostlng 
Even !hough 111mlulcs work individunlly, they muy not work when we 
co111him: them. D11t11 c1111 be lost ncross nn intcrli1cc; one module cun have an 
inndvcrtcnt, adverse effect on 11nothcr, sub functions when c1ornbincd, may 1101 
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produce the desire major function; globnl dntn structure cnn present problem$. 
Therefore, integration testing is necessary during combining the modules. 
Integration testing is the process of verifying that the s: stem components 
work together as described in the system and program design specifications. 
A test data that cover a variety of processing situatio1ns are creates for 
integration testing. f'irst, typical test data arc processed to see if the system can 
handle norma I transactions. If the system works with normal transactions, then 
variat ions arc added, including invalid data used to ensure that the system can 
properly detect errors. 
6.4.3 System Testing 
The last testing procedure done is system testing. ystem testing docs not 
test the sofiwmc per se but rather the integration of each module in the system. It 
also tests to find discrepancies between the system and its original objective, 
current speci rncations, and systems documentation. 
Adcqlllate time must be schedule for system testin:g. System testing 
includes reaffirming the quality standards for system performance that were set up 
when initial system specifications were made. This will include measures of error. 
timel iness, ca: c of use und also proper transaction of in format ion. 
The primary concern 111 the system testing 1s the compatibility of 
individual modules. Arcus where modules huve been designed with different 
spccificutions for duta length, type und d11tu element numc ure finds. , oning and 
reindexing procedures 11ss11111ed to he present in lower-level nmdules must be 
tested 111 th · :systems level to sec thnt thoy in foci exist 11nd u1chicve the results 
111od11 les c:<1H:c1. 
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When system tests using test data prove snti sfnctor •. it is n good idea to 
try the system with several " live data". This step allows nn nccurnte comparisgn 
of the system output as well as a good feel for how actual data will be handled. 
6.5 Chapter Conclusion 
This chapter mainly discuss about on test ing the system functions individually 
and also overall testing for the system. Testing is an important period for assess ing how 
end users actually inrteract with the system. Although much thought is given to user-
system interaction, it can never fu lly predict the wide range of differences in the way 
users will actually interact with the system. 
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Chapter 7: System Evaluation And Conclusion 
7 .1 System Strengths 
MIS has shown the following strengths: 
7.1.1 User Jr=r/endliness 
The MIS system is user friendly by implementing GUI (Graphic User 
Inter face). All modules are equipped wi th very easy to use contro ls. The dynamic 
menu system and graphical tools bar are intu itive. Besides, the user interface is 
designed in consistent manner in order to case the users' pcrcc:ption and shorten 
the learning cu1rvc. The now of the system control is also very easy to follow. 
7.1.2 Mous•e Driven 
ror the users' sake, the MIS system is designed in such a way to minimize 
the keyboard input. Most of the operations arc carried out through mouse cl icks. 
The users j ust have to move the screen pointer to the targeted fcnture and click th e.: 
mouse. The system would response accordingly. This wi ll case the users' ta k nnd 
save a lot of time. Nevertheless, the system docs provide keyboard input as 
alternati ve to tlflc mouse click for those who do not fomiliur with mouse. 
7.1.3 SecurJfty 
The.: M IS system 1s embedded ' ith security. It ennblc:- the system 
admi11istrntor to 11ssig11 nppmprintc.: nccess rights to different u1!'crs. The system 
' ill then pmhihit ml11-11uthnri1cd users froi11 11ecc.:ss i 11~ purticulur form or pan of 
dntubnse. For c~nmplc. n11 ly cc.:rtni11 users nre 11ss ig11ed ll'i secretary, which enables 
them to ndd meeting records into the system. Normul users ure unable to access to 
thnt form. This 11ss11res dn111 privncy nnd security. 
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7.1.4 Custom Password System and Authentication Control 
The MIS is a system equipped authcnticntion control "' here user has to 
key in his/her user ID and password in order to log in to the .;ystem and access 
data. User can customized their password instead of generated by the system. 
7.1.5 Integrates Multiple Features 
In the MIS system, there are numerous fo rms and features that are 
integrated into a single system. This also means that the user can use any one of 
the features provided and is not just limited to one or two featun!s. 
7.1.6 On Line Help System 
The on line help system built into the Ml system contains necessary 
information and guidance for user to use the system. It is conte~t sensitive, which 
means the us1:!rs are given automatically the suitable help topic relevant to the 
operations carried out by the users. 
7 .2 System Limitations 
Several limitations exist in this system. These include: 
7.2.1 PlatfG1rm 
The Mi l system only can run under Windows environment but not under 
other envi ronment. This is due to the tool u ·e to develop it. incc Visual Basic is 
used to develop the system, und the tool only cnn use to develop window-ha cd 
upplicution, so the Ml · system cunnot run under olher pl11tforrn other than 
Wi 11dow.'" 
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7.2.2 Send Text Messages 
The M IS system only allows users to send 1cxt 1ncssngc . The f\ ll system 
is unable to support attachment of files. 
7.2.3 Store Meeting Records 
The M IS system is capable to store meeting records and enable users to 
view it. It doe:s not provide any other functions such as printing meeting record or 
generates meeting reports. 
7.2.4 Only Administrator Allow To Add New User Anar Delete User 
The MI system only allows the system administrator to add new user in10 
the systems in order for him to use the systems and for others too sec him in the 
systems. Users arc unable to access the system if they arc not added in10 the 
system. The users are also unable to create themselves in order to access the 
system. The Ml system also only allows the administrator to remove user from 
using the system. 
7 .3 Problems J~nd Solutions 
I have encountered with several problems during the process of developing the 
MI system. These include: 
7.3.1 Dlfflc1ulty In Choosing a Development Tools 
During 111111lys is of tools tl111t 11re nvui luble, I found it i ~ quite hnr<.l for me to 
determine suitnhlc tools for developing the system since I luck nf in formation on 
these tools. llut nlkr scnrching from the Internet , the problem w111., i,olved i,incc 
oil of the infnr11111tion thnt I nced ure uvnilnhlc through the net. 
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7.3.2 lnexp•9rience In The Choosing Programming Language 
Since I had never used Visual Basic langungc before, l hnd difficulty in 
understand how certain functions or features ' orkcd. At first, I found that the 
syntax of the language is quite different from procedural language and it was 
qui te difficult to understand. I lowever, after I tried my efTon to find information 
from Internet and books, I became familiar with the language and found it easy to 
learn and usefol. Besides, some of the logic and codes are similar wi th ASP 
programming language, which I had been exposed to duriing my industrial 
training. Therefore, it is easy to learn and understand . 
7.3.3 Difficulty In Determining The Appropriate User Interface Standard 
The function perform by the MI system is rather simple:. After all , I have 
to make sure the user interface is as simple as possible for the snkc of' user. 
Oesides, the u: er interface also should not be too du ll in order to attract user to 
use it. Besides using Visual Basic as one of the development tiools to create the 
user interface, I also used Macromedia firework 4.0 to help me to create a better 
and attractive user interface. 
7.3.4 Dlfficrnlty In Debugging Error 
ince I had not familiar ' ith Visual Dasie programming languuge, I had 
difficulty in finding and debug the error that arc generated. At first, I found it hard 
to understand the errors. I lowcver, after I had tried tu find the sollution from books 
und Internet, I lhad successfu lly undcrstunds und debug it. 
7.4 Future Enhancements 
Mnny nc' idc1,1s hlnom ' hi lc the system is being developed. I fowevcr, the time 
co11str11i111 restricts rm: to im:orporntc everything into the system. It i1s hoped that the 
fo llm ing ll:nturcs cou Id hl! fiarthcr cnh 11nccd in future: 
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7.4. 1 Upgrade User Friendliness 
Make use of multimedia to upgrade the user intcr fncc or the f\ llS system. 
Multimedia tools such as Macromcdia Fire\ ark, Macromcdia Flash and Adobe 
Photoshop can be use to create better user interface. 
7.4.2 Attachment Of Flies 
Currcn1lly, the Ml system can only support text messages. It is hope that 
in future, the system can support attachment of fil es for more in formation sharing 
purpose among the staffs in an organization. 
7.4.3 Printing Function And Generating Report 
The MI system allows the users to store and view meeting records. 
I lowcver, in fulllre enhancement the Ml system should equipped function like 
printing meeting records or generating meeting report. 
7.4.4 Add Mrore Relevant Features 
At the moment, the features in the Ml system arc limited such as sending 
messages, seairching for users whereabouts and storing and viewing meeting 
records. It is hope that in future, others relevant features like storing and viewing 
sem inars, nppoiintments or conferences informntion cun be uddedl into the system. 
7.5 Overall Conicluslon 
In conclusion, I feel thot the MIS system hus nchicved its objecti ve:,. 'I he ~yMcm 
hus success full y in1pll:mented 6 muin lcnturcs for the use of the :,tuff in on organiLation. 
This co111p11ter-h11se M IS system provides org1111 ii'11tio11 stuffs to shui rc 11nd exchange 
i11 forn1111io11 num.: e11si ly. It Is 11 concept thnt is gnining more popul 11r in 11 corporate world 
where so ·ic.:ty stnrts to pcn:ci c the i111port1111cc of i11form11tion technology. 
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MIS system is found to be a rather prncticnl nnd useful tool to the cQrpqrnte users 
for managing their daily work. It provides a systematic mechnni. 1n for . ending and 
viewing information in an organization. It also serves as nn alternative communication 
bridge among staff members who may not be able to meet ' ith each other, due to the fast 
pace of today's life:. It also let the users know the contact information and the 
whereabouts of the staff at their fin gertips. Besides, the MIS system is also able to store 
and view meeting record which help management level for decision-making. 
The MIS systcem will be one that is suitable for a medium size: organization. An 
interface will be creatled as a communication to the database. The database wills manage 
all the retrieval and storage of information from the system. It wi ll! be a centralized 
database that handles all the system process. 
The system wrn deliver a simple messaging system for communication. I lowevcr, 
the MIS system is not escapable from its limitations. Out all this can be overcome in time 
to come, by making the necessary future enhancements. 
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